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In December, 2016, the BBC broadcast a documentary about the global flood in Sumer. In 2003, BBC was the first media
company to try to revive the End of Time 5-6,000 years ago according to discovered records, e.g. the epos Gilgamesh.
In 2005 I compiled the text The Ark, The Sumerian Architecture Ziusudra/Utnapishtim, based on, for example, the Lamech
records and Gilgamesh.
The Ark and the Global Flood, 2009, is more scientific than the previous one, and now the last one which is about science at a
yet higher level providing evidence concerning the cosmic, global flood. I base it on my knowledge supported by well-known
material, such as the BBC documentary. Behind it all is the neutron star Nemesis which is already inside our solar system,
passing the Sun.
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In The Sun at a Disadvantage, pp 1-2, I suggest that the Sun‘s magnetic field has become weaker in recent years according to
astronomers and researchers. What is going on in the solar system and on Earth? Let us have a closer look at this.
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Pict I is a symbolic illustration of the Sun and its red magnetic field. Pict II symbolically depicts the neutron sun and its black
magnetic field. We can see that the magnetic field of the neutron star is much stronger than that of the Sun. The Sun corresponds
to one positron and the neutron sun to one neutron in an atomic nucleus.

A combination of the magnetic fields of the two suns is very powerful, i.e. a combination of the magnetic fields of one positron
and one neutron. This combination is behind global warming on this planet. It seems to be the case that the global warming
more or less affects all celestial bodies in our solar system. The closer we are to the neutron sun, the more powerful its
dominating magnetic field is against that of the Sun. This accelerates the warming of our globe and various catastrophes
worsen. Cosmic radiation can also emanate from the neutron sun and affect the formation of clouds. This strong, unknown
magnetic field also initiates the movement of the tectonic plates, e.g. in during earthquakes. We can briefly conclude that this
combination of magnetic fields (somewhat stronger for the neutron sun) is behind the global cosmic warming and climate
change.
NASA knows about this strong magnetic field. More info The Maya Calendar and Omega, page 10, which describes a strong
magnetic cloud. The Russians should also be familiar with this magnetic field. More info at The Sun at a Disadvantage.

Oxygen leaks from the Earth into Space

New research states that the Earth leaks and each year thousands of tons flow straight into
space and never returns.
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Researchers‘ illustration of how
oxygen, O, disappears from Earth
with the polar winds.

AN/the Neutron Sun is surrounded by
dark, impenetrable clouds. It is possible
that the clouds consist of hydrogen.

In 2008 this discovery was a break-through in climate
research and supported the global flood as described by the
tablets and the Bible.
The Bible, too, states that the rain came from the open windows of Heaven

AN is surrounded by dark, impenetrable clouds. The
possibly consist of hydrogen, which the Sumerians
found disturbing.
What was produced when AN approached the Earth
and the hydrogen cloud met the oxygen of the
atmosphere? The answer is: water, large quantities of
newly produced water, which with relentless energy
poured over an Earth already soaking wet. Sumer and
the Earth panicked and missed an Ark. More info at
The Ark and the Global Flood, pp 11-13.
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According to Genesis in the Bible, it rained for 44 days, Gilgamesh suggests 6 days and nights. The important question is
how long a day was. Today, a day is 24 hours, the time it takes for the Earth to rotate and you can live for about 100 years. In
those days you could live for 1,000 years according to the Bible.

Around 25,000 km

Around 400.000 km

Luna

Azatlan

The small moon Azatlan orbiting Earth. How fast did the
Earth then rotate and how long was a day?

Luna (the Moon) orbiting the Earth and causing its rotation round its
own axis. This takes 24 hours, one day.

In connection with the flood, the Bible says that you could live for a thousand years. Today we know that we can live for a
hundred years and the Earth‘s rotation takes 24 hours, one day. The rotation depends on the Moon. Twelve months make a year.
How long was one month?
But if we look back to the time of the flood, there was a small moon (asteroid) called Azatlan according to records. The question
is how much the small Azatlan affected the Earth and its rotation. Gravitation between Azatlan and the Earth was very weak.
Azatlan‘s mass was very small compared to that of the Earth and the Earth‘s rotation was very slow, almost none. You could live
for about 1,000 years on this planet. We can briefly conclude that our length of life is simply due to the speed of the planet‘s
rotation. If a planet does not have a moon, life is very long, e.g. on Venus or Mercury. More info at The Mystery of Gravitation,
pp 10-13, regarding Time. The Bible says that Noah lived to be 950 years old. The Earth‘s rotation was slow, you could keep
dawn and dusk apart.
Noah was 600 years old when the flood arrived and 950 years when he died, when Life came back.

The Earth is between the Sun and the
neutron sun AN.
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The Earth and the Moon. The picture describes
the Earth which touches a giant cigar-shaped
spacecraft. Below the spacecraft we see the
Moon.

The neutron star‘s solar system

The records maintain that Azatlan crashed against the
Earth, but when did it happen? In Sumer they saw the
Sun rise and then set. More info at Visitors to the Moon,
final, page 3.
Azatlan

Luna/Moon hit Azatlan and made it
accelerate and approach the Earth.
It finally crashed.
Luna/Moon

Is the small moon/asteroid Azatlan‘s crash against the
Earth in any way connected to the arrival in the solar
system of the neutron star An? Did Luna leave An‘s
solar system at a convenient position and got stuck
around our planet, which slowly started to rotate around
its axis, which almost simultaneously tipped over? This
was the first time they could see the Sun rise. How long
was a day?– Naturally, this did not happen at once, it
took some time. There was plenty of time for them to
prepare the global climate change and the flood.

The fact is that Lamech and his family knew about the future natural catastrophes, such as the global flood. So did many of his
contemporaries. Even Gilgamesh clearly states that Utnapishtim, who built the Ark, was Lamech‘s only-begotten son. According
to the Bible, Lamech died at the age of 777, but he was not there when his son Utnapishtim started to build the Ark together with
his partner.

In the same way, we knew about global climate change as early as in the 1980‘s, thanks to the US. In 1983 NASA, Holland, and
Great Britain knew that Nemesis, the neutron star, approached the solar system More info at New Electrical Circuit for
Electrical Cars, page 1, Architecture Awards 2016, Excellence Awards 2016 and The Arrival of the Neutron Star, page 64.
Let us now look back at Noah and the Ark in Genesis.

Noah‘s ark according to Genesis: The Ark measured 300x50x30 cubits. A cubit was as long as a man‘s forearm, around 45
centimetres. It is almost as big as a modern tanker or Titanic.

The experts believed that this was a gigantic construction and that it was not ready for the global flood. They thought that the
ark would collapse, see pictures above. Their conclusion was that the ark should never have be built. They compared Noah‘s
ark with the Titanic. Let us have a close look at that comparison.

Noah’s Ark

Length 150 metres, width 25 metres and height
15 metres
Wood construction

RMS Titanic

Length 269, width 28,8, height 53 metres
Steel construction
Built by Harland and Wolff, Belfast, Irland

British official registration: 131428, Liverpool, Great Britain

Titanic went down on 15 April,
1912.

The experts from the above-mentioned BBC documentary compare Noah‘s ark to Titanic, a giant construction. We
can ask ourselves how it was possible for one family to build this gigantic ark for the global flood with strong, high
waves. The experts state that Noah did not build this gigantic ark. – The problem with a wooden ship 150 metres
long is that wood material is flexible. The ship would break down at sea and sink. – Titanic had a steel skeleton, but
that did not help…

Noah‘s ark according to Genesis. We are still interested in the ark.

Sir Henry Layard, 1817-1894
British archaeologist and assyriologist

Right man at the
right time at the
right place

Break-through
1851

Sir Henry Layard, born in 1817 in Paris, France. French and British citizen

Evidence that would rewrite the story about Noah and his ark: In 1851 Sir Henry Layard excavated the Babylonian library at
Nineveh. His discovery was a break-through. Hundreds of clay tablets in different sizes and shapes. Maybe they could give us
clues about the story of Noah.

But Sir Henry could not read the ancient writings. He sent the tablets to British Museum and its experts to have them deciphered.
The researchers at the museum did not understand how sensational they were, so nobody did anything until 1872 when an
assistant, George Smith, happened to see them. - Sir Henry Layard died in London in 1894, aged 77. He was born an
archaeologist at a high level of competence.

Nineveh

Hormuzd Rassam, Mesopotamian and English archaeologist, born in 1826 in Mosul, opposite the ruins of Nineveh, died in
Brighton, aged 84. He assisted Layard in his excavations in 1845-52 in Assyria and Nineveh and studied in between at Oxford
university. Rassam succeeded Henry Layard as an archaeologist in Iraq. He continued his work 1853-54 and excavated the
palace of Ashurnasirpal. After the death of George Smith (see below), Rassam managed the excavations in Mesopotamia and
Armenia 1876-82 and made several important discoveries. He was born an archaeologist at a high level of competence.

George Smith, 1840-1876
A Reflection of Ancient Sumer

George Smith, English Assyriologist of working-class family, born in 1840 in Chelsea in London, died 1876 in Aleppo, Syria.
Started as an engraver where he came into contact with Assyrian reconstructions. He became very interested in the study of
cuneiform writing. Eventually employed at the British Museum where he started to translate the clay tablets. He was brilliant
because he could read these ancient texts better that anyone before or after him, see picture above. He was not a linguist, he only
mastered some Hebrew and Arabic but he could have a look at the apparently banal piece of clay and understand it. He was the
first person to read about the Flood. Among the clay tablets Smith discovered a text about a great flood: Gilgamesh. It was an
incomprehensible break-through which almost made him lose his mind. He replaced the tablets, started to run around and utter
strange noises, he even tried to undress. He was the first scientist to interpret this remarkable text which seemed to render the
text in the Bible. He almost went mad. What made him lose his mental balance were the similarities with the Noah story. The
Great Gods decided to create a great flood. Build a boat!
The general public also knew him via several brilliant discoveries. He proved that the Assyrian King Tiglath was a contemporary
of King Ahaz and Azaria in Judah and Pekah and Hosea in Israel. He did this by confirming the date of a total solar eclipse in
BC 763. Beside these contemporary kings in 763 the time agreed with Romulus and Remus and the foundation of Rome 10
years later.
An important question: who was this George Smith? Judging from his top-level knowledge and the public reaction on the
translation of the clay tablets, he should, I think, be a reincarnation from the time in Sumer when some of the tablets were
written. We know that Utnapishtim, Atra Hasis and Gilgamesh were written in those days. But if he was a reincarnation of these
three main characters, who among them was Smith?
Noah? Utnapishtim/Ziusudra? Atra Hasis? Gilgamesh? We know one thing for sure: knowledge and wisdom were important
and characterized the epoch. Noah was very wise and intelligent, a man of wisdom, Atra Hasis means extremely wise,
Utnapishtim also possessed extensive knowledge being Lamech‘s biological son. Gilgamesh did not belong to this group.
Utnapishtim and Gilgamesh do not belong here, we are left with Noah and Atra Hasis. If we remove Noah as well, Atra-Hasis
remains. According to my knowledge, George Smith is a reincarnation of Atra Hasis. But who was he? There were two species
of bird in Noah‘s ark, a dove and a raven. Gilgamesh says that there was a dove, a raven and a swan in Utnapishtim‘s ark. The
raven is the species that best suits Atra Hasis while Noah has the dove, a symbol from the Bible.
I will come back to Noah and Atra Hasis later.
If we study all tablets, it is fairly clear that Utnapishtim/Ziusudra is in focus. Utnapishtim was Lamech‘s biological son and lived
in the town of Shuruppak. The king of Shuruppak was Ubara-Tutu. The method of examining the tablets suggests that the name
Ubara-Tutu/SU.KUR.LAM meant the same thing, namely Utnapishtim/Ziusudra. Several individuals had the same name also in
those days.

The raven Utu, Shamash
Son of Nanna, grandson of Enlil,
brother of Inanna.
Follower of wisdom, war leader
Sun God of Sippar

Bull of Heaven Gugalanna
war leader, war God
community builder

The Lion Marduk, King of Babylonia
God of the Sun and fertility, associated
with agriculture
Son of Enki
An, God of Heaven
(Ahura Mazda)

Serpent Goddess Inanna
Queen of Heaven and Earth,
Enki‘s granddaughter
Wisdom comes first
She was a hybrid
Morning and Evening Star by
Uruk.

The Falcon Enlil,
God of the Air, Nippur
Son of An
The Falcon which looks
like a flying Eagle

Scorpion man Enki, God
of Wisdom and Water,
Son of An.
The Eagle as an animal
symbol,
7-pointed star
Earthy Adam, according
to the Bible he lived for
830 years.

A very interesting contemporary picture depicts the unrest in Sumer and on Earth during the terrible global flood described by the
clay tablets. God An is not here anymore, he is inside a cigar-shaped spacecraft together with the neutron star An which
approaches our globe at increasing speed. Enki and Enlil do not stand a chance, they knew that a giant catastrophe was on its way
and there was no protection. Since Enki and Enlil were in power, Enlil suggested total extinction of all peoples. There was a
corrupt situation with constant criminality and people were worried. This is a natural reaction towards the End, when you do not
inform people about what is going on. Enki put a stop to Enlil‘s suggestion and instead favoured the construction of a floating
house, a so-called Ark. In that way it was possible for them to survive. Utu and Gugalanna approved of the new idea. This was
how Utnapishtim, Lamech‘s only-begotten son entered the picture, probably via Enki. But before this, Utnapishtim and Gilgamesh
saw the Ark.

Utnapishtim/Ziusudra, Lamech‘s only-begotten and their family tree, symbolic

As Utnapishtim was the only-begotten son of jack-of-all-trades Lamech, he had extensive knowledge about our Universe and the
approaching global flood. In a vision, Utnapishtim saw the submersion and the floating house he eventually was going to build
(Gilgamesh, too, has information on this). According to the Lamech records, his entire family knew about the approaching flood
in advance. Enki and his family were, by the way, related to Lamech‘s family. They knew each other and Utnapishtim was
commissioned to build the Ark. This happened in the town of Shuruppak. Naturally, Utnapishtim did not build the Ark on his
own, he had his own business and worked together with other entrepreneurs and tradesmen. As far as I understand, he built
thousands of Arks and citizens could be saved, but not all of them. Time was short and there were constant difficulties, but
thousands of men, women and animals were saved. Finally, Enki, Enlil, Utu and Gugalanna received one Ark each. At the time
Gilgamesh was a young Bull and lived in Uruk. He, too, received an Ark but he does not mention it in his epos. Why? I will
come back to this later.
The Lamech records tell us that Lamech‘s partner, Bat-Enosch, gave birth to a son who was the son of Heaven, God‘s Son, a
reincarnation of the Lion Marduk. He got his name from his mother: Lamech Jr. He was Lamech‘s foster son, this is evident in
the Lamech records. Eventually Lamech Jr married Ada who gave birth to the sons Jabal and Jubal. He also married Sila who
gave birth to the son Tubal-cain and the daughter Naama. He was a viticulturist. One day Lamech Jr was murdered and was
replaced by an individual named Noah who secretly assumed Lamech Jr‘s identity and his family. The children were young. We
do not know what happened to the wives. Lamech never met this Noah. The Lamech records were probably written by Lamech‘s
son Utnapishtim.
Who was this mysterious Noah who lived an unobtrusive life (away from Lamech) in his own environment, defended by his
guards. Genesis states that Lord Himself told Noah to build the Ark. The question is: Which Lord? Enki and Enlil commissioned
Utnapishtim, Lamech‘s son.
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Enki as Earthy Adam, Lord of the Earth with his brother Enlil.

Around 5000 BC

2005

A model of the Earth as a pillar and the neutron star AN
with its pentagonal orbit.

Pict. 1 above is an illustration of Enki and Enlil. The central
model depicts the neutron star AN, as it was called at the time,
and its pentagonal orbital around the Sun, 3,600 years. We can
conclude that they were fully aware about the global flood and
initially, they could not protect themselves. Since corruption
and criminality dominated, Enlil wanted everybody dead and
wanted to call the flood a punishment for all sins. This context
can be found in the Bible and on the tablets. Since Enki was the
God of Wisdom, he wished to build Arks instead to let as many
beings as possible survive.
Pict. 2 shows a model of the Earth as a pillar and at the very
bottom we can see a mountain, an ancient heathen symbol of
knowledge. You are supposed to climb to the top of the
mountain. When you reach it, an even higher mountain
appears, and so on. More info at The Ǣsir Cult, pp 14-15.
According to pictures, the clay tablets and my knowledge,
God/the Lord AN left the Earth when the neutron star had not
yet reached the solar system. There, in the solar system and
with Planet Nibiru, they united.

Here we can see a cigar-shaped spacecraft with a special message. At the centre of the
craft is a big ring, a symbol of humanity and the Sun. Below the ring are two stars, a
binary star system, one small and one big. Below the big one are seven, 7, planets.

The model tells us that
An was back in a
cigar-shaped
spacecraft.

The small sun is our Sun, the big sun is
the neutron star with its seven planets.
The view is from the neutron star‘s
astronomical position, a symbol which
certifies that Heaven is there, as is the
God An.

The star and its 11 planets orbiting the Sun.

The cylinder is an illustration of scorpion man Enki and Inanna. In
front of Enki hovers a 7-pointed star, the neutron star, and behind
him are its 7 planets. The Moon and the Sun hover behind Inanna
and between them, out in space, is a deer or bull, the God An. We
can also see a partition between Enki and Inanna in connection with
the 7-pointed star. Inanna, being An‘s heiress, wanted to be a part of
decisions regarding this planet.

Utnapishtim/Ziusudra
Lamech‘s onlybegotten son

Arks were built
in Shuruppak

Utnapishtim‘s ark, a model by
Josef Kemény 2004, by me.

Noah in the Bible,
Lamech‘s son

Noah‘s ark, a reconstruction by the BBC after the tablets, a
river barge.

The clay tablets place Utnapishtim‘s ark at Mount Nisir.

The Bible places Noah‘s ark at Mount Ararat.

Before we continue, it is a good idea to have a closer look at the mysterious Noah who himself had a covenant with God.
According to the Bible Noah was a farmer, a viticulturist. He became very intoxicated and totally naked after the flood at
Mount Ararat. He is supposed to have been very rich, he had gold and silver to pay for his activities and he was a businessman.
He built river barges for transports of animals and other commodities such as wine and beer to his clients. When he had
finished the ark, according to Babylonian records, he served held a banquet on the barge. It is possible he became severely
drunk and undressed. His sons found him naked.

A painting after the Bible tells the story of Noah and his nudity, an adult man and three adult sons. What makes this painting of
Noah very important is the fact that he has no male genitals, he was not a man. Neither had he female genitals, he was a
combination, a hybrid, neither man nor woman. This view surprised his sons Shem, Ham and Japheth, they believed Noah was
their authentic father. They were of course shocked and disappointed when they saw their father‘s genitals, that is what to
expect. Rumours spread quickly, everybody close to the barge soon knew that Noah was a hybrid, i.e. not a man, and he became
furious. This is why he lost many business contacts. The Bible does not reveal the name of Shem‘s, Ham‘s and Japheth‘s
mother.
I understand that after the assassination of Lamech‘s foster son Lamech Jr, Inanna assumed his identity and the name Noah. She
changed genders from female to male and became the father of Yabal, Yubal and Tubal-cain, later on named Shem, Ham and
Japheth. We not know what happened to the women Ada and Sila and the daughter, Naama. What remained for Noah was to
leave the area in his barge, he certainly had followers. The Babylonian records suggest that after the banquet and the drinking of
wine, it is possible that bad weather and heavy rain hit the area. It was then possible for Noah to leave the area on his ark and
find a new place where he could be left alone. One of the clay tablets suggests Dilmun, the name of today‘s Bahrain.

Dilmun

In Dilmun he simply disappears. According to the Bible he arrived at Mount Ararat, north of Shuruppak. There is information
that Noah was exiled, that it was not possible for him to return. We do not know where he went. According to my knowledge
Noah changed genders and names again, from male to female. At Dilmun she embarked a waiting spacecraft and ascended to the
Moon. More info at Visitors to the Moon, final, page 77.
Note that Inanna’s/Noah’s ascension took place before the final, global flood.
Here I must add that thousands of individuals survived the global flood. In that group we have Utnapishtim, Enki, Enlil,
Utu/Atra-Hasis, Etena, the young Bull Gilgamesh and Noah‘s business partners. I do not know who finally landed at Mount
Ararat, but maybe one or two of hundreds of thousands fugitives. Note that the name Noah only exists in the Bible.
Also note that the clay tablets do not add up time-wise. In other words: the events do not coincide with the original.

Gilgamesh, the Young Bull,
at first King of Uruk,
Shepherd,
then a powerful God on this
planet,
tyrant and oppressor
Shepherd
Those who have studied the clay tablets find Gilgamesh more interesting
than the others. I mentioned above that Gilgamesh, too, survived the
global flood, but never writes about it. The epic text is clear: he knew
about Inanna. She is supposed to have courted Gilgamesh, but he
rejected her. If we establish that Inanna and Noah was the same person,
Inanna must have noticed Gilgamesh before the global flood. The
records say that Inanna was married to the Bull Dumuzi and had two
sons.
The pictures illustrate Gilgamesh with his competitors Serpent Inanna in
his right hand and the Lion Marduk in his left hand.

A strange point here is that Gilgamesh was look for eternal life. The epic story says that Goddess Ninsun, the sheep goddess who
was immortal, was Gilgamesh‘s mother. His father, Lugalbanda, was human, King of Uruk. This means that Gilgamesh was two
thirds a god, one third a human being. His mother‘s animal origin was primarily a sheep, an animal and his father Lugalbanda
could beget children, so Gilgamesh assumed a human body. This made him look human, but only 5% of him was human. After
the flood, according to the story, when life started again, Gilgamesh decided to go out into the wilderness, and he dressed in a
lion skin. There he started to think of himself and his destiny. He realized that he, too, would die one day. This made him decide
to search for Utnapishtim, who had saved himself from the Flood by building an ark. After the Flood, the gods had given him
eternal life to say thank you for having saved humanity (Utnapishtim was a human being, son of Lamech, and everybody with
human blood in those days had an eternal life).
Gilgamesh voyaged across all oceans, searching for Utnapishtim and after many adventures he found him. He said that death
was inevitable for all people and also for Gilgamesh. If he was serious about living forever, he should start by trying to stay
awake for six days and seven nights (this has nothing to do with staying alive ‗in a normal way‘). Utnapishtim let Gilgamesh
experience a mysterious cleaning ritual (vegetarian) and then Gilgamesh received a magic dress (a vegetarian food system).
When Gilgamesh had embarked the ship to go home, Utnapishtim called out his name and asked him to come back. He then told
him one of the gods‘ secret. There was one more way to achieve immortality. At the bottom of the cosmic ocean Apzu grew the
Plant of Life. If Gilgamesh could catch it and eat it, he would live forever. He managed to find Apzu and catch the Plant of Life.
What did Utnapishtim tell Gilgamesh? The story is symbolic. The Serpent God Apzu, married to Tiamat, called himself the God
of Fresh Water, God of Life (and Tiamat called herself Goddess of Salt Water and Life). More info at The Falcon does not Fly
any More, pp 17-19.
This is how I interpret the texts above: ‖/…/ At the bottom of the river close to your town of Uruk there is a secret building
where research on eternal life is carried out‖. There is a manual, it is called the Plant of Life. To succeed, you will need to stay
awake for six days and seven nights. This refers to the ‘Tablets of Destiny‘ which are hidden in a forest area, guarded by
Humbaba and his followers. In the text above we read ‗the Plant of Life grew‘, which means that a laboratory was deserted,
nobody was there, it probably belonged to Inanna and her friends. – The research laboratory came into existence after the God
An‘s decision that anyone who comes first will become a human being and his heir. Then he left the Earth with some special
friends before the global flood.
Gilgamesh managed to find Apzu and at the bottom he caught the Plant of Life. The texts are fairly clear about this, how he
found the laboratory and the manual titled ‗Plant of Life‘. It was used in the utmost secrecy and was known only by a small
group of people. Instead of saying learn, save in your memory at that time, they said, eat, eat, i.e. keep your knowledge. The
expression ‗eat your book‘ can also be found in Revelation.
He did not, however, eat it immediately, he asked an old man in Uruk to have a bite first. Gilgamesh did not understand anything
at all, he had no knowledge and decided to let an old knowledgeable man read part of the manual first, before trying himself.
On is way home to Uruk Gilgamesh had a refreshing bath. A serpent appeared, found the plant and received eternal life.
Gilgamesh was dismayed and started to cry. Men Bu the continued his long walk home and when he finally saw his home town
Uruk, he was happy. He had matured during his adventures and was reconciled with his destiny.
The text is clear: Gilgamesh had a refreshing bath on his way home. A Serpent in a human body, one of Inanna‘s followers,
accompanied Gilgamesh and took the code for eternal life. At last Gilgamesh calmed down in Uruk and remembered that the
Tablets of Destiny, belonging to Inanna, were in the forest, guarded by Humbaba. Then he had one more chance.
Meanwhile Gilgamesh‘s partner for life, the Bull Enkidu, appeared, and Gilgamesh decided to clean the forest and find the
Tablets of Destiny at any cost. Finally, he and Enkidu managed to kill Humbaba, who was also Inanna‘s high priest. He found
the Tablets of Destiny and received extensive knowledge. More info at High Priest Caiaphas’ Will, pp 25-28.
There is a summary in the prologue, a summary of Gilgamesh‘s achievements. ―He possessed complete knowledge of
everything, he beheld the Secret, he disclosed what is hidden away.‖ Which secret did Gilgamesh see and how was possible for
him to receive knowledge of everything? There is nothing about this in the story. But the secret, how this was possible, can be
found in the epos, cleverly hidden. The author of the standard version of Gilgamesh, Sin-leqi-unninni, has added hidden clues
which the alert reader can find after careful studies.
I believe the gods were angry with Gilgamesh and Enkidu because they killed Humbaba. The gods sent the Bull of Heaven,
Gugalanna, to get rid of Humbaba‘s murderers. But Gilgamesh and Enkidu killed Gugalanna. Then came the judgement from the
gods: Enkidu must disappear (he died later on) and Gilgamesh had to continue on his own. Gilgamesh did not like women, only
men.

Since Inanna and Noah who ascended to the Moon were one person, her Tablets of Destiny accompanied her before the great
flood. It seems to be the case that they were all copies, the originals are still with An. The whole laboratory, as I see it, was
transferred to the Moon. More info at Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 77-81. Inanna/Noah was then 995 years old.
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By the way. Pict. 1 depicts a naked Noah. Pict. 2 is a remarkable picture from St. István‘s days. It is an illustration of a pagan
citizen who tried to kill István in his bedroom but lost the dagger when he saw him. My and many historians‘ understanding is
that István was completely naked and quite drunk. The heathen man saw that István was not a man but a virgin, he was terrified
and lost his dagger. István woke up but he was still so intoxicated that he let the man go. This event reminds me of Noah‘s
situation, we often say that history repeats itself. More info at Obscure Magyar, page 40.

The Bible says that Noah was commissioned by God to build the ark before the flood. After the flood, Noah could establish a
covenant with God. This is worth a very deep analysis. – The Father of Gods, An, had left the Earth, Enki and Enlil were in
charge. Who commissioned Noah/Inanna to build the ark, Enki or Enlil?
1

The Ship of Heaven
1
1

The ark was built outside the town of Eridu

The Nigulla Gate of Uruk
2

Enki sends the ship with Isimud and Ninshubur
from Eridu to Uruk, to Inanna‘s house at
the Nigulla Gate of Uruk

This ship, called The Ship of Heaven, was produced outside the town of Eridu where Enki‘s family resided. It was built for
Inanna who was called ‗Queen of Heaven‘ (Virgin of Heaven) and also Queen of the Earth. When we study the ship‘s
construction we can see that both the bow and the stern incline upwards like a wriggling serpent, forming the letter U = Uruk.
There is no notation of the size of the ship, but it is fairly similar to the Ark of the Bible. It was called the Ship of Heaven and was
meant for the Queen of Heaven, Inanna. According to records and pict. 2, the water was already ravaging the town of Uruk.

This is the front of Inanna‘s residence with secret signs. To the left and right of the
house is a pillar with a wriggling serpent. We can see two triangles, pyramids,
above the windows and above these is a cloud, also above the entrance door. I will
come back later to the triangle, pyramid. We can also see the triangle as a letter, A.
A stand for the Beginning, the future Beginning, the Beginning we are now
experiencing.

She called this place ”The White Quay. The Lapis Lazuli Quay”.
The reverse side of Inanna‘s residence

The picture above is a portrait of Inanna‘s face. To the right
and left of the residence is an object which looks like a
symbolic ladder. The ladder is encircled by a double circle, a
symbol of a small spacecraft. Above the doors are five
triangles.
Above the house, in space, is a 7-pointed star, the neutron star
AN, about to pass the Sun. Behind the 7-pointed star the
neutron star is visible in the shape of a comet, a very skilled
illustration. Between two white lines we can see the star‘s
orbit.
Here is the climax of the picture message. Inanna‘s face is not
closed, its contours continue from the chin out into space. Not
as far as to the 7-pointed, she remains in the solar system.
This message is the cleverest and most skilful message I have
seen so far. The message comes from Inanna and concerns
the global flood and the neutron star AN. This also proves
that she left our Earth and ascended to the Moon before the
great flood. She mentioned her ship, The Ship of Heaven,
which looks like a young Moon.
Inanna knew a lot, she stole the Tablets of Destiny (a copy)
from her maternal grandfather Enki and the secrets of the
world revealed themselves to her. She knew what it was all
about. I believe that the triangle is the Plant of life, to seek
eternal life, to become human again. She was connected to
space.

There is one more question: did Enki and Enlil know about Inanna‘s double life, Noah as a man? We can find Noah in the Bible,
but not Inanna. But the ark which is described in the Bible and is supposed to have belonged to Noah resembles Inanna‘s ship. The
name ‗Noah‘ only turns up in the Bible. He is not mentioned by the clay tablets and the Lamech records.
The question is where Noah lived with his family, was it outside Shuruppak? After he had been exposed he had to go away with his
river barge and go back to Uruk as Inanna. From there she contacted her maternal grandfather Enki who helped her by providing
her with a larger ship. Finally she left Uruk on board the new ark and ended up at Dilmun. She ascended from there to the Moon by
a spacecraft. Inanna‘s goal was not to end up at Mount Ararat but at the far side of the Moon. More info at Visitors to the Moon,
final, page 77 and The Arrival of the Neutron Star, pp 8-10. – What happened to the ark? Did it also end up at the Moon?

Dilmun

Inanna disappears without a trace at Dilmun. Later on she appears as Noah in the Bible in the story Noah, the Ark and the Flood.

There is one more important question: what happened to Utnapishtim, Lamech‘s son, his immediate family and relatives? I argue
that they lived somewhere in Egypt, where Gilgamesh met him. Utnapishtim‘s descendants eventually appear in the town of
Karnak. So do the Sumerian gods and the struggle for eternal life continued in Egypt. The world knows that story. More info at
Obscure Magyar, pp 10-14.

Shepherd, Bull God Gilgamesh

The shepherd and Bull god Gilgamesh holds his worst rivals. He holds the Serpent‘s head in his right hand and in his left he
holds the Lion. In time the Bull has grown remarkably and as Jupiter, Lord, he plans to become the greatest god of the solar
system, greater than Anu, the father of the gods. Familiar names for the Bull God are Osiris, Ramesses II, Baal,
Nebuchadnezzar, Herod the Great, Otto the Great, Otto III, Constantine the Great, Gustaf III. Using the name Zeus he introduced
the Eagle as an animal symbol, as did Enki at the beginning. His Biblical name is Satan, the evangelical name is Beelzebub.
More info at The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 73-75. Gilgamesh and Enkidu are known for having built long walls.
In those days the culture was heathen which means that Man, knowledge and nature are in focus. Inanna founded a religion and
placed herself at its centre as God, characterized by knowledge. Gilgamesh kept a heathen position but as a self-appointed god
he forgot about the laws of nature. Then Christianity arrived and there, too, Gilgamesh is the most important god as Jupiter and a
shepherd without knowledge.

The British citizen George Smith, Assyriologist. A reflection pointing backwards to ancient Sumer, a scientist employed at the
British Museum. He received the clay tablets and started to translate them. He was quite a genius because he could read
Cuneiform script better than anyone before or after him. When he finally understood what he had read and suddenly could look
back 5-6,000 years to ancient Sumer, he reacted in a natural way, see page 9 above. We can talk about a reincarnation from those
days. He took part when the clay tablets were written, e.g. by Astrahisis, who was the same person as Raven Utu. According to
the Danish scientist Sophus Schack‘s physiognomy staudies, we can see traces of the Raven in Smith, not 1000%, but half of
that. His wisdom and knowledge were superior. He even found the last Gilgamesh tablet, an impossible discovery according to
his colleagues.
Sir Henry Layard, 1817-1894, British archaeologist and Assyriologist, Hormuzd Rassam, Mesopotamian and English
archaeologist (born 1826 in Mosul, opposite Nineveh‘s ruins, dead 1910 in Brighton. They both had long lives, 77 and 84 years,
respectively. The greatest of the two, George Smith, died in Aleppo only 36 years old. Why so early? I have tried to find answer,
but without result. One thing is clear: the results of his work support the real Sumerian history when it comes to the global flood
and all this at a high level of knowledge never known before. They only had access to the Bible and the Torah.

This topic, ‖Epsilon Boötis‖, coincides with the Sumerian family of gods.
Apart from some experts, humanity has no idea about an artificial satellite which for 13,000 years has orbited in our solar
system. In December 1927, Professor Carl Störmer in Oslo learnt that the Americans Taylor and Joung had received strangely
delayed radio signals from space. Störmer, expert in electromagnetic waves, got into contact with the Dutch van de Polvid
Philip‘s experimental station in Eindhoven. On September 25, 1928, they decided to transmit a trial series – radio signals of
various lengths would be sent with 30-second intervals. Three weeks later, on October 11, the same signals were registered in
the receiver, delayed by 3-15 seconds. The incoming radio signals were registered with the following secondary intervals: 8
seconds - 11-15-8-13-3-8-8-8-12-15-13-8-8.
Thirteen days later, on October 24, 48 additional signals were received. Professor Störmer informed his peers of this discovery
in issue no. 17 of Naturwissenschaften on August 16, 1929. Various theories about this delay of shortwave impulses were
brought forward. They referred to cosmic radiation or reflection from the Moon or other celestial bodies. But all explanations
were unsatisfactory. Why did the echoes appear with different intervals? The phenomenon appeared again in 1929 on February
14, 15, 18, 19, and 28 and on April 4,9,11, and 23. The echoes were registered around the world by various free-standing
groups. During a period of 15 minutes Professor Störmer registered these intervals of reception: 15 seconds- 9-4-8-13-8-12-109- 5-8-7-6-1214-12-8-12-8-14-14-15-12-7-5-5-13-8-8-8-13-9-10-7-14-6-9-5-9.
In May 1929 the French radio technicians 1929 J.B. Galle and G. Talon were onboard the Inconstant. Their mission was to
investigate how the radio waves are affected by the curvature of the Earth‘s surface. Their equipment was a 500-watt short
wave transmitter, a 20-metre cable and an eight-metre-high mast. Different short signals were transmitted – and the echo
happened again. Between 15.40 and 16.00 pm. the signals came back in 1-32-second intervals. There was no valid explanation.
The observations reappeared in 1934, 1949 and in February, 1970. The Scottish astronomer Duncan Lunan became interested
and started to take an interest in the issue. As early as in 1960, Professor R.N. Bracewell at the Radio Astronomy Institute at
Stanford University had stated that if alien intelligence wishes to contact us, they might do so by returning certain delayed
radio signals.
Now Duncan Lunan, chair of the Scottish Association for Technology and Research, resolutely grabbed the issue. The results
were astounding. Inserted into a second lattice, the signals from October 11, 1928, formed a star chart of Epsilon Boötis,
located 103 light years from the Earth. Lunan then reviewed all data from the 1920‘ and 30‘s and was able to identify many
stars. From the measurements of the delayed echoes it was possible to produce six different star charts, all of them
enlargements of the area surrounding Epsilon Boötis.
When Professor Bracewell was asked questions about this phenomenon, he answered: ‘The charts which have been drawn
based on Lunan‘s analysis can be interpreted as being a possibility to get in touch with other intelligences. If I want to tell
somebody whose language I do not speak where I come from, a picture is the best choice. I am very happy to hear that the
British Interplanetary Society are thoroughly studying these echoes, it might lead to an epoch-making discovery. The probe
Lunan talks about could not be seen from our Earth, not even through a super strong telescope. We cannot even see our own
spacecrafts orbiting the Moon.‘
In 1973 published his results, Space probe from Epsilon Boötis, in Spaceflight. His conclusion is that a 12,600-year-old
artificial satellite exists in our solar system, equipped with a complete program of information for humanity. The computer in
this system is programmed to react upon radio waves from Earth as soon as it is in a position which allows it to receive such
wavelengths, but with delays.

Sooner or later the receivers here must notice what is going on. According to Lunan, we have already received information from
this anonymous satellite in our solar system:
‘We come from the planet system of Epsilon Boötis. Our Sun is a binary star. We live on the sixth of seven planets, seen from
the bigger Sun. Our sixth planet has one moon, our fourth planet three and our first and third planet one each. Our satellite is
orbiting your Moon.‘ - Black Knight satellite Everything started
with him. The
message from the
Americans Taylor
and Joung about
strangely delayed
radio signals from
space. They
contacted the Dutch
scientist van der Pol
at Philips‘
experimental station
in Eindhoven. The
French radio
technicians Galle and
Talon had the same
result.

Carl Störmer, 1874-1957, professor, expert of
electro magnetic waves. Oslo University

Alien message

START HERE.
OUR HOME IS EPSILON BOOTIS.
WHICH IS A DOUBLE STAR.
WE LIVE ON THE 6th PLANET OF 7 - CHECK
THAT, 6th OF 7 COUNTING OUTWARDS FROM THE SUN
WHICH IS THE LARGER OF THE TWO.
OUR 6th PLANET HAS ONE MOON,
OUR 4th PLANET HAS THREE,
OUR FIRST AND THIRD PLANETS EACH HAVE
ONE.
OUR PROBE IS IN THE ORBIT OF YOUR MOON

Duncan Lunan, 1945-, scientist, professor of astronomy, Glasgow University.
Interpreted the message from the solar system Epsilon Boötis via Black Knight satellite.

Nikola Tesla, 1856-1943, Serb, great inventor, one of the best. He,
too, received the delayed radio signals from space. He called them
‗a success‘.

‘ Maps which are drawn based on Lunan‘s analysis
can be interpreted as a possibility to get in touch with
other intelligences. If I want to tell somebody whose
language I do not speak where I come from, a picture
is the best choice. I am very happy to hear that the
British Interplanetary Society are thoroughly
studying these echoes, it might lead to an epochmaking discovery. The probe Lunan talks about
could not be seen from our Earth, not even through a
super strong telescope. We cannot even see our own
spacecrafts orbiting the Moon.‘

Ronald N. Bracewell, 1921-2007, professor of physics, mathematics and
radio astronomy, University of California, Berkeley and Stanford
University. As a scientist and expert in his area, he reinforced Lunan‘s
exceptional solution regarding messages from space.

The Boötis constellation. The picture is an illustration of a binary star system with the
star/sun Arcturus, a proton-proton star and a smaller one, probably a neutron star.
Adjacent constellations: Ursa Major, Canes Venatici, Corna Berenices, Virgo, Serpens
Caput, Corona Borealis, Hercules, Draco

Boötis constellation

Black Knight satellite, the legendary satellite, was discovered in 1927 and is still orbiting the Moon. See above.
According to these pictures it is triangular.

The legend Black Knight has been orbiting the Moon for about 13,000 years and watched over the Earth.
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If we study the message from the Black Knight
satellite and its binary star system and compare this
to our solar system with neutron star AN (Nemesis)
we see amazing resemblance. There are seven
planets orbiting the sun Arcturus and around
AN/Nemesis, also called a black star, there are also
seven planets. The number ‗7‘ is connected to
Revelation, to 7 worlds at different levels of
frequency in our galaxy, Enki‘s 7-pointed star the 7
tribes of the Huns and Hungarians. Let us analyse
this situation at a high level of knowledge.

Arcturus

The big question is: How did the Black Knight end up around the Moo in our solar system? Assisted by the looks of the Boötis
constellation we can estimate the age to be around 12,600 years. It is out of the question that an interplanetary sun would carry
out a carefully planned and perfectly directed voyage of about 103 light years. If you are at the planet Arcturus you can see our
Sun, but no planets. How did they know about the existence of the Earth and its Moon? How did they put the satellite in place
around our Moon?
I maintain that the satellite was produced and coded on the seventh planet in Arcturu‘s solar system. Then a selected crew of a
number of men and women left the solar system in a large cigar-shaped mother ship containing a number of small so-called
reconnaissance vessels, flying saucers and the satellite Black Knight. The crew found the Earth and settled somewhere in Sumer.
Later, after some time, they placed the satellite Block Knight in an orbit round the Moon, but the Black was still switched off. As
far as I understand, was Anu the commander of the spaceship, responsible for the whole voyage and the arrival at the Earth. Anu
carried the title God which means King of Wisdom. His knowledge was excellent. Enki became God of Wisdom. All gods and
goddesses possessed top-level knowledge which separated them from ordinary people on this planet. As far as I understand, the
Black Knight is an illustration of God, or King Anu. The voyage was carried out via teleportation.
The Bible says that God created Man in His own image. What does this creation mean? God was married, he had two wives.
One of them gave birth to a Son in His image, a biological son who resembled him. God Anu as not a human being. He belonged
to blood group AB and resembled a human being. We could say that that his descendants looked like human beings and blood
groups A and B were created via his descendants.
Records state that Tiamat, female, was Anu‘s first child, and his first-born son was either Enki or Enlil. But records also state
that Enki was the God of Wisdom, which may mean that he was his first-born son. We can briefly summarize: Parts of the
Earth‘s population come from here, from Sumer. These people from space came from the constellation Ursa Major in the solar
system of Epsilon Boötis, 103 light years from here. More info at Dark Matter and its Existence, pp 13-24.

Zeta Reticuli
The following visitors from space, known to us, are the Gray Aliens from the constellation Reticulum. Zeta Reticuli is a binary
star system at a distance from Earth of 37.17 light years. The system is to found the constellation Reticulum which is visible to
the naked eye on a very dark night sky. It cannot be spotted from the northern hemisphere.

Gray Aliens

Zeta1, 2 Reticuli

The binary star system Zeta Reticuli. One of the suns should be a dying star. Its population is formed by the so-called ‗Gray
Aliens‘. This binary star system is similar to our own, where life also is restricted. This is due to the relation between the orbits
of the two stars, Z1 and Z2. On our planet we experience the End of Time every 3,661 years. There are similar periods on Zeta
Reticuli. In my book Global Climate Change and the End of Time, I write about about these Gray Aliens from Zeta Reticuli.
These Gray Aliens have established a community on this planet using their friendship and knowledge. The USA in particular
came very close to these Gray Aliens who also called themselves human-like creatures. More info at Visitors to the Moon, final,
pp 28-32 and 69-79, The Sun at a Disadvantage, pp 11-22, 28, 34-37, 48-49, 61-70. These small humanoids have joined
Inanna‘s group and support her. Inanna‘s group started out from Venus, more info at The Falcon does not Fly any More, pp 1719.

Apollo 20 and its flight to the Moon in 1976 coincide with Sumerian history and culture.
William Rutledge was the commander on board Apollo 20. One of his comments on YouTube: ‗The Apollo 20 belongs to all
mankind. It is a part of all human's heritage).‖
Apollo 20‘s emblem has the following words from Virgil: Carpent tua poma nepotes, ‘maybe we are their grandchildren‘. – We
know that Apollo 20 landed on the far side of the Moon, close to crater Izsak-D, where also the City of Knowledge is situated.
The whole area belongs to the aliens, the Gray Aliens, who have joined Sumer‘s descendants, e.g. Inanna, who became their
leader. William Rutledge has extensive knowledge of Sumerian culture according to his 2007 story. The Sun at a Disadvantage,
page 28.

The invisible delayed radio signals from space, from Black
Knight, also brought the visible signals from space.

Kenneth A. Arnold

Kenneth A. Arnold

Kenneth A. Arnold (born on March 29, 1915 in Sebeka, Minnesota, dead on January 15, 1984 in Bellevue, Washington) was an
American businessman and pilot. He is well known for having published the first reliable observation of unidentified flying
objects in the US. He claimed to have observed a formation of nine unusual flying objects close to Mount Rainer, Washington, on
June 24, 1947. Arnold described the objects as flat saucers or discs and their unrythmic movements as a ‘saucer, which bounces
across water‘. Media immediately coined the phrases ‗flying saucer‘ or ‘flying disc. That was in 1947 and the window to space
was officially opened despite the fact that authorities around the world had dismissed the existence of UFOs for at least 30 years.
Today, millions of people around the world have seen UFOs. Some people have even met them and the UN has appointed a
contact person for aliens. The office is in Switzerland. UFO is a watching eye on those in power and also overlooks our space
programs. More info at Moon Mystery, page 1.

George Adamski

George Adamski (born on April 17,1891, dead April 23, 1965) was a Polish-American man who became world
famous because of ufology. After Kenneth Arnold‘s presentation of UFO/flying saucer in 1947, the issue developed
further. Adamski was a pioneer in ufology. In 1948 he took his first photo of a flying saucer near Palomar Gardens,
Mt. Palomar. On November 20, 1952, he went inside a spacecraft. In his books he describes in detail the meeting with
the aliens. In his case it is about a human group from space, in our solar system. In his book, Inside the Spaceships, he
writes about a very interesting issue. He tells us that he noticed and a number of diagrams. Today we know that he
saw computers. Today there are billions of computer users around the globe. I will come back to Adamski and The
Landing on the Moon and the Apollo Project. More info at Moon Mystery, pp 2 and 95-106.
He met masters from planets Venus, Mars and Saturn in our solar system. They exist on a different level of frequency and we
cannot see their world. Our world is closer to matter, since we can observe our world‘s atom system, the stars. We are probably
the number one on the 1-7 range of frequency.

On November, 1952, Adamski went on board a spaceship. The picture is an illustration of his rendez-vous with his friend
Orthon from Venus.

Symbol för vår
Galaxy, Milky Way

Orthon from Venus, Adamski‘s friend. We can see the castings of Orthon‘s footprints. Orthon exited the small spaceship. He
deliberately made distinct footprints and Adamski picked some stones and used them to encircle the print. He then signaled to
the others to come and have a look. Dr Williamson was able to make castings. The castings display some symbols, e.g. castings
of our galaxy, spaceships, dark matter at a 1-7 level of frequency, including anti-matter. This symbol should be well known
throughout our galaxy, the Milky Way.
George Adamski had two more friends from space, the man from Mars known as Firkon and the man from Saturn called Ramu.
Adamski also gives us a brief technical description of a flying saucer, a spaceship.

The letter from the Department of State, Washington
to Prof Adamski, mid-1950‘s. Read the letter!

Professor Georg Adamski and his world-famous books.
George Adamski also paid a personal visit to the pope and
handed over a message to John XXIII and the Holy See. A
message from the angels.

The picture is blurred, n
the shield depict the
letter M? Hybrid.

Adamski and his friend Orthon from Venus. The shield in Orthon‘s hand may be a symbol of Venus‘s spiritual leader
and master with a symbolic M signifying the Master.

Professor George Adamski and rocket engineer Daniel Fry in the 50‘s, the US

Desmond Leslie and George Adamski in conversation, 1954
George Adamski mentioned, among others, Daniel Fry and Truman Bethurum, in his book Inside the Space Ships. They
experienced similar adventures and contacts with aliens. He stated that a story like that cannot be invented without leaving any
traces behind. – All three of them, Adamski, Bethurum and Fry maintain that their experiences are concrete and physcial, they
have nothing to do with psychology. They are realistic and state that they simply happened to be present when members of a
more developed civilisation visited us. Nothing more. The messages, at a high level of knowledge, they received were not
known in those days.
It is now 2017. Now is the right time to study George Adamski’s message again, using a high level of knowledge. Which
is what the End of Time requires.

Daniel Fry

Daniel Fry‘s book: The White Sands Incident

Experiment field White Sands July 4, 1950

Daniel William Fry (Born in Verdon Township, Minnesota, July 19, 1908 – Died in Alamogordo, New Mexico,
December 20, 1992). In his book, The White Sands Incident, 1954, he describes his encounter with the UFO and much
else. He is also a new, yet old, ufology messenger. After him, a number of persons have turned up with similar
experiences. His host, named Alan, spoke to him from a mother ship 15,000 kilometres above the Earth. He was next
to a small flying saucer which had descended at the experiment field White Sands on July 4, 1950. More info at Moon
Mystery, page 2.
For the third and maybe the last time, on April 28,
1954, Alan contacted David Fry about his
message to the Earth in order to avoid a
catastrophe that otherwise would have been
inevitable.
Fry was at his cottage in Oregon, a cottage
situated at the end of a road into the deep forest. It
is extremely isolated. There he met Alan, who
landed nearby in a small spaceship.
When they met, Alan started to deliver the
message of the meeting:

Alan: Your great book of wisdom, the philosophical entity you call the Bible, says that if someone has lit a candle, he does not
hide it under a bushel, he holds it high to let its light guide you.
The basis of the message is the knowledge of three scientific disciplines: the spiritual, the social and the material, all of them
necessary for the continuous satisfying development of humanity. The entire message from space can be found in the book.

The Great Lesson
As Alan has said before: our ancestors were a group of survivors of the last complete collapse of civilization on this planet.
‗This was more than thirty thousand years ago as you measure time today, but even then they had developed a material science
which was, in some respects at least, considerably advanced over your present position. They followed the natural laws, instead
of pitting one against the other as your science does, so that their devices were much simpler, and yet they could accomplish
things which you have not yet been able to do. They, too, failed to realize the absolute necessity of an equal development of the
spiritual and social values.
(Continent MU or Lemuria).
Friction between the two increased yearly, until at last it exploded into a war of annihilation. Weapons of absolute energy
were used by each nation against the other, weapons whose destructive power was a thousand times greater than that of the
Hydrogen bomb which threatens your race today. There was no question of victory or defeat. They simply destroyed each
other. There were few survivors and the radiation level of the entire surface of the planet had been raised beyond human
tolerance. This did not mean that all survivors were doomed to immediate death from the radiation, but it did mean that
progressive deterioration of the mental and biological functions, together with the large number of mutations which would be
produced in succeeding generations, would, eventually, bring their level of existence down almost to that of the beast.
On a high plateau, in what is now the country of Tibet, six of our aerial craft had been landed by their crews (global flood). A
council was held to determine what, if anything, could be done. It was suggested that an attempt be made to reach another
planet. The aerial craft (spaceship) then in use were capable of travelling in space and had been frequently used to reach
elevations of a few hundred miles above the surface of the earth. However, no attempt had yet been made to leap the gulf
between planets and the crew members were far from certain that such an attempt would prove successful.
The planet, which you now know as Mars, was then in conjunction with the earth and, at that time, the surface conditions of
temperature, atmosphere, water, etc., were much better suited for human survival than the conditions which your astronomers
report to exist at the present time. A vote was taken and the members of the crews of four of the craft elected to take the huge
gamble in the hope of preserving thereby, at least a portion of the culture of the race. The remaining crew members believed
that because of the elevation of the plateau on which they were gathered and the comparatively low level of the radiation which
existed there, that they could continue to live in this area without suffering complete physical or mental degeneration in
themselves or their descendants. They elected to remain.
Since I can see the question which is forming in your mind, I will explain that this race had achieved perfect equality of the
sexes and both were about equally represented in this council. Of the four craft which essayed the great leap, three arrived
safely at their destination. There is no record in our history as to the fate of the fourth. For many generations the grim struggle
for survival demanded the entire time and energy of the people. These were the dark ages of the new race and we have
comparatively little knowledge of this period. However, the original crew members, immediately after their arrival upon the
new planet, compiled a carefully written history of the races of earth, pointing out the reasons for their downfall. Throughout
the intervening centuries this history has been carefully preserved. It is known as The Great Lesson and is the first thing
which is taught to all of our youth when they begin to prepare themselves for active life.‘
It is very important to understand this brief summary and to avoid ignoring his message. He adds this, especially for those
religious:
Alan found it regrettable that some Biblical expressions had been wrongly translated. ‗One of the errors which was made in the
translation of your Bible was that the words love and charity were used when the words of the original text actually meant
understand and understanding. In your Bible it is stated that the greatest commandment of all is this - Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind and with all thy strength. The translation should have
been Thou shalt strive to understand. There is no need to command man to love God. If man UNDERSTANDS God, love follows
inevitably.‘
Alan, who comes from our Earth, left behind a human message based on knowledge.
– Let me now quote Alan‘s last words before he left Daniel Fry:
‘I will leave you with a final quotation from your own philosophy, Examine all things. Cling to that which is good.
Good-bye, Dan. Do your best’
Alan: ‗If a man with a blindfold over his eyes were rushing toward a cliff, a great effort might be necessary to tum him away
from the danger. However, if the blindfold is removed, (a much less difficult task) no further effort is necessary, since the man
will now turn of his own accord.‘ – This is exactly what counts now, at the End of Time: knowledge and understanding. Do not
follow development to the grave.

Daniel Fry, in his book Curve
of Development, introduces
the basic knowledge needed
to reach a human and
balanced life.

‘Good-bye, Dan. Do your best’
”
1. Alan: ‗If a man with a blindfold over his eyes were rushing toward a cliff, a great effort might be necessary to tum him
away from the danger. However, if the blindfold is removed, (a much less difficult task) no further effort is necessary,
since the man will now turn of his own accord.‘
I can add that Daniel Fry says that this Alan has helped him solve lots of job-related problems.
Today we write 2017. It is time to go back and again study rocket engineer Daniel Fry’s important message. Now, at the
End of Time, extensive knowledge is what counts.

Truman Bethurum

Truman Bethurum, 1898-1969. Born in Gavalin, California, died in 1969. Ufology messenger, one of the first to contact the
aliens. He is behind the following books: Aboard a Flying Saucer, Messages from the Planet Clarion, The Voice of the Planet
Clarion (1957), Facing Reality (1958), and The People of the Planet Clarion (1970). The last one published after his death in
California. His alien contact was the most peculiar one of all known alien contacts.

He worked as a mechanic. On July 27, 1952, he worked in Nevada on high road 91, around 190 miles from Las Vegas. He had
been transferred from the dayshift to work nights and sometimes spent 16 hours a day working. He was mainly responsible for
four tank trucks which transported water from Moody River to two reservoirs containing water for the newly built road in the
desert.

Maybe an hour had elapsed since he had left his work, when he turned his four-wheel military truck towards the northeast and
decided to take a short nap, convinced that the growing daylight would wake him up.
He had been asleep for about thirty minutes when he was disturbed by indiscreet mumbling, a low conversation in a language he
did not understand. His first thought was that his supervisor or someone else played a trick on him because he had fallen asleep.
But when he raised his head, he immediately discovered that it was not so. Around eight short men were gathered in a semi-circle
in front of and to the right of the truck, maybe two or three metres away, evidently as curious as he was.
His immediate idea was to try to get away as soon as possible, even if he needed to reverse and turn around. When he stood to be
able to see better, one of the men approached him and said something in a low voice, still impossible to understand. He shook his
head to show that he did not understand. The strange man cried:
‖I heard you.‖ ‖Good God,‖ Bethurum cried out, ‖Do you speak English as well?‖ ‖We have no problems with any language‖, he
answered.

Mormon Mesa, Nevada, July 26, 1952.

Their physical appearances made Bethurum imagine Latin-American origins, His heart throbbed from fear and excitement, he
thought. He decided to leave the truck and shake hands with them, as a friendly gesture. When he turned round to get out, he
saw, around 25 metres away, a giant plate-shaped flying saucer with a diameter of around 100 metres and 5-6 metres ‖deep.‖
During a fraction of a second he wondered if it could be some kind of a movie dummy, but he soon understood that this was not
the case.
Then the eight small men accompanied Bethurum into the vessel where he met the commander, a woman whose name was Aura
Rhanes. She came from planet Clarion and added that the planet was not known by any other name. She told him a long story
about this.
Because of the Moon, planet Clarion cannot be seen from Earth. This was gradually modified: Captain Rhanes must have meant
that planet Clarion has the same orbital as the Earth, but is always behind the Sun. This is, according to science, not possible but
if we extend our knowledge to a higher level, we can see planet Clarion‘s location in our solar system.
.
Our solar system is at
frequency level 1, which
is a low level. Planet
Clarion is in the same
solar system, but at level
2, i.e. higher up.

Clarion

Sun

Planet Clarion is on the far
side of the Moon and cannot
be seen from Earth. (But this
was later modified to ‘the far
side of the Sun.‘

Venus
Moon
Clarion
Earth

About 15-20 years ago, I watched a TV-documentary which stated that astronomers had discovered a hidden, invisible planet
between Earth and Venus. It seemed to be larger that Earth. This was the greatest astronomy discovery ever made. I expected
many more facts about the hidden planet, but complete silence reigned. Now, 65 years after Truman Bethurum‘s rendez-vous
with the Clarion spaceship, the planet came alive again.
The first time I read Bethurum‘s story about Clarion, related to
him by Commander Aura Rhanes, I immediately remembered
the documentary I watched many years ago.
This hidden-away planet co-exists with Earth but at a different
level of frequency in the so-called dark matter. The level of
frequency, on a scale 1-7, should be 2. This is why astronomers
discovered it. I suspect that those who found the planet also
lost it, only silence remained.
Frequency level 1 is a low-frequency level suitable for our
solar system. I can add that Clarion has no Moon and does not
rotate round its own axis. Life should be long there, too.

Truman Bethurum describes the female commander: ‘I hardly
believed my eyes when I saw that the commander was a voluptuous
woman, shorter than the men, beautifully dressed with LatinAmerican looks, raven hair and olive skin. She could have been
around 40 years old. She wore a red shirt, a short-sleeved, black
velvet blouse with red edgings.
Bethurum met her 11 times. This beautiful Aura Rhanes told
Bethurum important things, details which can be clues to knowledge
about Life, religion, society, and the development on planet Clarion.

She told him about her world at Clarion: no
taxes, no politics, no courts of law. No illnesses,
no doctors, no nurses. And laboratories are
taboo.
People on Clarion are Christians, but inhabitants
of large cities are becoming heathen. They like
dancing the polka and ballet. Their children have
lots of toys but are never mucky, they always
return their toys to a special closet. There is no
mourning dress on Clarion, nor traffic jams and
their roads are wide. They drive ‗nutronic jeeps‘
and there are no accidents. They have three
sources of energy: antimagnetic or gravitational,
plutonic, and nutronic.

Clarionites are small people and, according to Bethurum of Latin-American origin, their lifespan is around 1,000 years. They
eat vegetables, drink an occasional glass of beer or wine, but mostly water or lemonade. She talks about the beautiful landscape
on the planet, but she does not mention any animals, they seem to be non-existent. Aura Rhanes said she was a paternal
grandmother, she had a family on her home planet, where Clarionites live in peace and harmony in and with nature, no wars.
Clarionites do not smoke. There are no social classes, they are all equal. Knowledge and science form the foundation and
Clarionites believe in the Supreme Master who hears and sees everything, but she does not use the name God. God is the King
of Wisdom, the denomination God is a wisdom title but she, Aura Rhanes, obviously misses this title. – When it comes to
knowledge, God corresponds to the Supreme Master.
Commander Aura Rhanes calls her spaceship ‘Språm‘. This word is good enough for me when it comes to establishing that the
Clarionites, too, know what Universe is. Their spaceships are constructed at Mars of Mars steel, stainless, by the inhabitants,
there is heavy industry at Mars. But at which level of frequency at the 1-7 scale? Could it be at the same level as on planet
Clarion, i.e. 2? The aliens in our galaxy call dark matter ‗parallel worlds‘. They co-exist with our solar system but at different
frequencies, different levels of vibration.
A very important point of view appears when Bethurum tells readers about
Aura Rhanes‘ Latin-American origin. How could this woman come to us from
space with this ‗Earthy‘ background?
I can refer the reader to Daniel Fry‘s friend Alan from space and to the
extinction of continent MU, see page 30 above. ‗On a high plateau, in what is
now the country of Tibet, six of our aerial craft had been landed by their crews
(global flood). A council was held to determine what, if anything, could be
done. It was suggested that an attempt be made to reach another planet. The
aerial craft (spaceship) then in use were capable of travelling in space and had
been frequently used to reach elevations of a few hundred miles above the
surface of the earth. However, no attempt had yet been made to leap the gulf
between planets and the crew members were far from certain that such an
attempt would prove successful.
The planet, which you now know as Mars, was then in conjunction with the
earth and, at that time, the surface conditions of temperature, atmosphere,
water, etc., were much better suited for human survival than the conditions
which your astronomers report to exist at the present time. A vote was taken
and the members of the crews of four of the craft elected to take the huge gamble in the hope of preserving thereby, at least a
portion of the culture of the race. The remaining crew members believed that because of the elevation of the plateau on which they
were gathered and the comparatively low level of the radiation which existed there, that they could continue to live in this area
without suffering complete physical or mental degeneration in themselves or their descendants. They elected to remain. . Of the four
craft which essayed the great leap, three arrived safely at their destination. There is no record in our history as to the fate of the
fourth.‘ – As far as I understand, the fourth craft never reached planet Mars. They spacecraft and its crew transferred into a higher
level of frequency and arrived at planet Clarion. This means that Aura Rhanes‘ ancestors really come from continent MU which
disappeared into the sea (global flood caused by the neutron star). This also means that Latin-American people then lived at topknowledge continent MU and their traditional dancing is world famous.
It is understandable that Alan could not say anything about the fourth craft, since science on Earth then was at a very low level.
Alan chose the correct way of handling the issue.

Truman Bethurum and his world famous books.

VISIT TO PRESCOTT, ARIZONA"

Truman wrote letters to Adamski
and exchanged ideas with him.

Upon Aura Rhanes‘ suggestion, Bethurum founded a so-called 'Sanctuary of Thought,' a
movement for distributing the message on this planet. He did this in Prescott, Arizona.
On December 1, 1955, Bethurum was asleep in a little yellow house at Granite Street in
Prescott, Arizona. In the middle of the night, Aura Rhanes woke him up. She went to from
the living room to Bethurum‘s bedroom. This demonstrated that she could be anywhere at
any time. More info at Evolution, page 64. She was dressed as Bethurum had seen her
before, before, a black velvet jacket or blouse and a red, wrinkly shirt. She also wore a
raincoat made of heavy, transparent bronze and grey plastic. After a friendly greeting her
face became very serious and she leaned against the chest of drawers by the bed. There was
a description of what had happened after Aura's presentation. Then she left the same way
she had entered and said goodbye to Bethurum with a brilliant smile. Bethurum
tried to follow her to the door, but something kept him tied to the bed.

The Sanctuary of
Thought

Truman Bethurum

Another person was in the adjacent bedroom and next morning she told Bethurum that she had heard every word and presumed
she had heard Aura RHANES. She tried to come over to Bethurum‘s room but the same thing happened to her, something tied
her to her bed.
To verify her story, Bethurum repeatedly asked her about what she had heard, and she gave correct answers. She was an
invisible witness to the phenomenon. Truman wondered why she wore a raincoat. Did she wear it as a sinister symbol of
something in the future, something to protect Bethurum if needed, or was it an appeal to him to be patient and to persist when
following her advice? This is when Bethurum started to understand her message to us. –Aura RHANES left and never came
back, at least in person. Truman Bethurum died near Giant Rock on May 21, 1969. The movement 'Sanctuary of Thought‘
was shut down.

In order to establish a real explanation to the visit from planet Clarion, we need to make a proper analysis of what really happened.
The first analysis of Bethurum‘s contacts was carried out by ufologists Jim and Korall Lorenzen. Clarion is a small trumpet, they
wrote, named after a clear sound. The Latin word clarus means ‘clear.‘ – Rhanes means ‘rain‘, a characteristic word for, just, rain.
At her last visit to Bethurum Rhanes wore a bronze-grey raincoat. What do all these signs symbolize?
Aura Rhanes‘ helping hand is a premonition of what will happen at the End of Time. The message is clear. The neutron star has
now entered our solar system and is one of the most important causes of terrible catastrophes such as, for example, global floods.
Her name means ‘rain‘, the global flood means water and is generated by the neutron star which was discovered by NASA (the
US, Great Britain and Holland) in 1981. More info at The Arrival of the Neutron Star, 64. A raincoat protects you from the rain.
In this context it is an Ark, a Sea House. You need to prepare, Rhanes said.
I can only add that this entire mission was well thought-through from the beginning to the end by the Clarionites and Truman
Bethurum was the right man to see it through. Some of the Clarionites are Christians, according to Rhanes. This means tey have
certain connections to Christianity on this planet. The others are primitive people.

Clarion

We now write 2017. It is time to study Truman Bethurum’s important message again, this time
based on top-level knowledge. Now, at the End of Time, top-level knowledge is paramount.
It is desirable to revive his movement The Sanctuary of Thought.

Rolf Telano

Borealis

Borealis from the mother ship
The book A Spacewoman Speaks by Engineer
Rolf Telano, 1954.
Borealis means northerly. She is the high priestess
of the Mother Temple run by her people at Venus.
The details of their religious creeds do not mean
anything particular in this report, but she can tell
us that they are monotheistic and acknowledge
one Supreme Deity as the First Cause and Creator
of all things. She calls Him The Unnameable,
because neither word nor name can render a
relevant conception of him. A mind housed in a
mortal and finite shell cannot, by its very nature
correctly comprehend that which is immortal and
infinite It has no standards of comparison.
This is how Borealis from Venus introduces
herself. (See also The Falcon does not Fly any
More, pp 17-19).
Religion coincides with daily life, where knowledge is in focus, as it is in heathen culture. acknowledge one Supreme Deity as
the First Cause and Creator of all things, they call Him The Unnameable. Borealis knows that He is not a God but a Human
Being, our Father, the Cosmic Father. This Man is the crown of creation and has nothing to do with divinity, especially not on
this planet. More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, page 21, Evolution, pp 102-109, and The King of Polar Light, page 62. I will
come back with more on this topic.
Borealis especially mentions Adam and his descendants, i.e. the Adams. This coincides with Anu‘s, the Father of the Gods,
family and descendants. She says that Adam and Eve were not punished, they were not evicted from Eden. Neither does she
mention the Serpent, as does the Bible.
She tells the story of the continents MU and Atlantis and their destruction. She also mentions the small Moon Azatlan which
crashed against the Earth. Azatlan was also known as Bal. Adam and Eve relate their first day and night on the surface of the
Earth and describe their surprise when the Sun set and then rose again in the morning. Then the Earth started rotating round its
axis and the Moon was already following its orbit. Since life expectancy was 1,000 years, a day did not have 24 hours.
She talks about science and technology at a very high level of knowledge.
Borealis talks about science and technology at a very high level of
knowledge. Levels of vibration. Borealis confirms that each level of
vibration is a world on the frequency scale 1-7. In our solar system
there is life on all planets and moons, the same matter, but on seven
different levels on vibration. They are called parallel worlds, of dark
matter. Scientists call this empty space, but right now scientists are
looking for dark matter, A picture shows a cigar-shaped spacecraft with
four small flying saucers. Among these four is a so-called ‗laboratory
craft. This vessel is only used when complicated scientific observations
are carried out. Due to the extensive use of instruments it has become
known, e.g. on the Moon, as ‘the flying laboratory.
The picture shows the seven vessels which are symbols of the
frequency scale 1-7.

Via telepathy they can communicate in any language, e.g. with George Adamski, Daniel Fry, Truman Bethurum and many
others who were in contact with them, earlier called angels. Borealis also talks about various systems of propulsion which are
used by their spacecraft.
The teletransporter. For even longer distances they use the teletransporter. For a short moment, the craft and its interior is
transformed into clean energy and is immediately transferred to some location in space where the transformation is reversed.
This operation is obviously very sensitive and even though it can be done manually, more experienced commanders prefer an
entirely mental process.

Dimensions and planes. As far as I understand, this is Borealis‘ most
important message.
She has often used the term "plane," although she does not ordinarily like
to do so. It is a word which is always likely to cause confusion, since it
means so many different things to different people. There are several
different levels, or "planes," where both discarnate and "material" beings
can, and do, reside. Some students refer to all of these upper levels as
"Etheria." Others restrict that term to only the higher levels.
They refer to their particular level as "Heavi'n," which should not be
confused with our theological "Heaven." Their word "heavi," like our
"heavy," means dense.
heavi’n
‖
The symbol 'n is the abbreviation of a source concept. The free translation of "heavi'n" would then be: "A place of high vibrational
frequency (or great density) from which we come." It might be noted that high level material is much more dense than the material
on your plane
Above these levels, and extending clear up to Nirvana, or infinity, are the zones inhabited by those advanced beings who have cast
off both the low and middle selves, and thus have become purely mental, or "spiritual," beings. These zones would correspond
more nearly to your theological concept of Heaven than any other place. Those who have attained these levels never again
reincarnate to any material level. On very rare occasions one of these beings may temporarily descend to a lower level in order to
bring a message of some sort to those on that plane, but these occasions are rare indeed.
The great teachers - Osiris, the Christ, Buddha, and the others were such voluntary messengers.
What does Borealis reveal here, at a very high level of knowledge?
She says this: ‗The symbol 'n is the abbreviation of a source concept. The free translation of "heavi'n" would then be: "A place of
high vibrational frequency (or great density) from which we come." It might be noted that high level material is much more dense
than the material on your plane.‘
In real life this means that people are condensed down from the human world because they have violated current natural laws.
This process is automatic and very long. The location with high vibrational frequency (or great density) as described by Borealis
may be the first stop, the first plane where humans end up, i.e. the origins of the human soul and body (the human self) gradually
changes depending on current frequency levels. Some of the humans eventually arrive at this planet.
She continues: ‗Above these levels, and extending clear up to Nirvana, or infinity, are the zones inhabited by those advanced
beings who have cast off both the low and middle selves, and thus have become purely mental, or "spiritual," beings‘, see above.
Nirvana or the future infinity inside the galaxy is reached through the black hole, named by scientists here on the Earth. The black
hole, where a basic creation of a human world takes place, exists in our galaxy, the Milky Way. To enter, you will need a
particular level of vibration according to natural laws. More info at The Secret of the Black Hole, What happens in a Black Hole,
Voyage through the Black Hole, Life and the Black Hole and The Battle of the Kingdom of Death.
Borealis mentions that the three great teachers Christ, Osiris and Buddha – vwere such voluntary messengers. It is no secret that
all three of them yearn for Nirvana. The whole world knows Buddha‘s story, more info at Obscure Magyar, pp 18-21. The world
also knows about the Bull Osiris, and Christ. But the question is which Jesus people know about, since the appellation Christ can
be applied to anyone.
About Christ
Borealis starts talking about Christ.
‗The Christ rebuked His own followers for this same error: "Why callest thou me good?" But professed Christians still prefer to
pass lightly over the Message and concentrate on adoration of the Messenger. As a matter of record, He was a deity. This was
necessarily so. None other could have brought the Message.‘ She talks about Jesus as the most insignificant among men on this
planet. Not until then did he continue as the true messenger of the Unnameable, ‗a high priest comparable to Melchizedek‘.

The Christian Religion
Borealis: ‗The reason for the selection of the Christian religion as an example, is mainly because I am addressing myself
primarily to those who follow this faith and such references would be more understandable to them than those from other
sources. I must confess that I also have a certain sentimental attachment for the Christian religion, for I had a small part in its
beginnings. I cannot speak with first-hand knowledge of the deeper phases of the coming of your Christ. The project was under
the direction of a much higher group than we, although they were not true deities in the strict sense of the word. Our people did,
however, have certain assuagements to carry out. I was quite young at the time, and was merely a temple neophyte, but I had the
honor to have been selected as one of a large group who were sent to your planet to serve as attendants to Mary, the material
mother of the Christ.‘ (Note that she uses the appellation ‘Christ‘ and that Mary was not God‘s mother).
Borealis on Mary and birth:
‗She was, I might tell you, only a mortal woman; not a deity. But she was much more beautiful, and much sweeter, than any of
your artists have ever pictured her. The Christ was not "virgin born," as many of your religious dogmas claim, but they go
completely astray in assigning the reason for this fact.
It was not to eliminate any "sin" in the moral sense. Among all the higher peoples, as among the early peoples of your own
planet, natural procreation was not regarded as "sinful" or "nasty" in any way. This error is due to comparatively recent
misinterpretations of certain ancient writings. The phenomenon of birth is one of the manifestations of the Unnameable; the
method devised by It for the perpetuation of the species. No manifestation of the Unnameable is ever sinful. The "virgin birth" of
the Christ was selected because it was the most practical and convenient under the particular circumstances of the occasion
The physiochemical development of the child had to be constantly watched and, when necessary, guided into the proper pattern.
The unborn body had to be carefully protected until the Christ was ready to enter into it, so that no other entity would take
possession of it. Since Mary was, as I noted before, merely an Earth-woman, she knew little or nothing of the mental sciences,
which had to be employed to accomplish these things.
Borealis describes the birth in connection with Christ. Note that she does not mention the name Jesus.
She talks about an unborn embryo after several months of development, a child who is neither Jesus nor Christ. As far as I
understand this was a human-like embryo and Christ entered it. In other words: Christ appropriated en embryo, he did not build
the body. This was how Christ became human. The embryo‘s origin was the biological man, the father, and Christ entered the
embryo via the mother. In this way animals are born in a human-like way. The Unnameable, the Cosmic Father has nothing to
do with this fake birth. He knows nothing about this Christ, neither does he know anything about our solar system or the micro
world we live in right now. This is not human reproduction, all human beings can build construct their bodies without any help.
But the problem is that there were several ‘Marys‘. Who does Borealis mean? Jewess Mary who gave birth to her son Joseph Jr
who was a reincarnation of King David, who was also regarded as Messiah? The rich, Greek Mary who was the mother of Mark
John and Queen Helena, the Black Madonna who gave birth to Izates II who eventually was named Jesus and called himself
‗Son of Man‘? In order to understand what Borealis means by ‘invisible help‘ to Mary and Jesus Christ, we need to focus on
Jesus himself, he who called himself Son of Man.
This happened during High Priest Hannans‘ period of service (AD 6-15). Jesus answered a letter from King Abgar (15-19) who
was married to Queen Helena.

Abgar Ouchama to Jesus, the Good Physician Who has appeared in
the country of Jerusalem, greeting:

Abgar V, AD 13-50
Hannan‘s period of service

‗I have heard of Thee, and of Thy healing; that Thou dost not use medicines
or roots, but by Thy word openest (the eyes) of the blind, makest the lame to
walk, cleansest the lepers, makest the deaf to hear; how by Thy word (also)
Thou healest (sick) spirits and those who are tormented with lunatic demons,
and how, again, Thou raisest the dead to life. And, learning the wonders that
Thou doest, it was borne in upon me that (of two things, one): either Thou
hast come down from heaven, or else Thou art the Son of God, who bringest
all these things to pass. Wherefore I write to Thee, and pray that thou wilt
come to me, who adore Thee, and heal all the ill that I suffer, according to
the faith I have in Thee. I also learn that the Jews murmur against Thee,
and persecute Thee, that they seek to crucify Thee, and to destroy Thee. I
possess but one small city, but it is beautiful, and large enough for us two to
live in peace.‘

When Jesus had received the letter, in the house of the high priest of the Jews, He said
to Hannan, the secretary
‗Go thou, and say to thy master, who hath sent thee to Me: 'Happy art thou who
hast believed in Me, not having seen me, for it is written of me that those who shall
see me shall not believe in Me, and that those who shall not see Me shall believe in
Me. As to that which thou hast written, that I should come to thee, (behold) all that for
which I was sent here below is finished, and I ascend again to My Father who sent
Me, and when I shall have ascended to Him I will send thee one of My disciples, who
shall heal all thy sufferings, and shall give (thee) health again, and shall convert all
who are with thee unto life eternal. And thy city shall be blessed forever, and the
enemy shall never overcome it.‘

Jesus/Izates II
Under Hannas tjänstetid,
son till Helena

This exchange of letters took place during High Priest Hannan‘s period of service which ended in AD 15. Jesus never mentions
crucifixion and suffering. He says he is on his way back to his father, who once sent him here. He had finished his assignment
and wanted to leave the Earth. He had a rewarding education when he was young and possessed top-level knowledge. He also
mastered so-called white magic which made it possible for him to heal sickness, ‗a high priest comparable to Melchizedek‘,
said Borealis. The reason he called himself Son of Man was that Carpenter Joseph was a human being, he belonged to the
human blood and was related to Queen Helena who was Jesus‘/Izates II‘s mother. Jesus looked like Joseph and never doubted
that he was his son. It was Joseph who had a biological bond to the Unnameable/Cosmic Father. Jesus/Izates converted to
Judaism together with his mother and was at that time King of the Jews. He was also known as the Lamb. In Revelation Jesus
says he is Venus and Revelation also says that he looks like a Son of Man. More info at Abomination of Desolation, page 17.

If you want to understand Borealis who secretly worked behind Jewess Mary, I refer to her bilogical Son who was crucified.
King David describes this crucifixion around 1,000 years earlier.

Psalm 22, The Suffering, Praise, and Posterity of the Messiah. To the Chief Musician.
Set to ―The Deer of the Dawn.‖ A Psalm of David.

Josef Jr/King David, Mary‘s son.
Carpenter Joseph‘s foster son,

22 Ps.11-18, ‗Be not far from Me, For trouble is near; For there is none to help. Many
bulls have surrounded Me Strong bulls of Bashan have encircled Me. They gape at
Me with their mouths, Like a raging and roaring lion. I am poured out like water, And
all My bones are out of joint; My heart is like wax; It has melted within Me. My
strength is dried up like a potsherd, And My tongue clings to My jaws; You have
brought Me to the dust of death. For dogs have surrounded Me; The congregation of the
wicked has enclosed Me. They pierced My hands and My feet.‘ (Matthew. 27:31,
Mark 15:20, Luke 23:33, John19:18). ‘I can count all My bones. They
look and stare at Me. They divide My garments among them, And for My clothing
they cast lots. (Matthew 27:35, Mark 15:24, Luke 23:34, John 19:23). (David‘s song
was probably written to honour the Father of the Gods).
The Christian flock of sheep can clearly see who was crucified in Jerusalem: the Lion
of Judah, according to the Bible and Revelation.
The Kingdom of Judah and its Messiah, the Worldly and Davidian Messiah, the Lion of
Judah, a reincarnation of King David. When he was twelve years old, he travelled to
India to study. He was away for at least 25 years, during which period Jewess Mary was
Jesus‘ stepmother.

One was the Lion of Judah from the Bible and Revelation. The Kingdom of Judah and its Messiah, the Worldly and Davidian
Messiah (Christ), the ‗Lion of Judah‘, a reincarnation of King David. He was married to Mary of Magdala, had a son and a
daughter with her, He also, according to Talmud, had five disciples. He studied medicine in India. Planets: Mars and the Sun.
Biological mother: Jewess Mary, born in Bethlehem, Judea, Palestine.
And one was the Lamb according to the Gospel and Revelation. The Kingdom of Israel and its Messiah, the Levite and Priestly
Messiah from Aaron‘s and Melchizedek‘s church order, ‗God‘s Lamb‘. He was not married and had twelve disciples according
to the Gospel. Studied common and white magic in Egypt. Planet: Venus and Nemesis. He was married as Izates II, King of
Jews, to Symacho of Characene. They had a daughter, born in Armenia. Biological mother: Queen Helena of Adiabene, born in
Armenia. More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, pp 11-13 and 51.

Now we can confirm that Borealis has combined the Lion, the Lamb/Jesus and the name Christ and also the mothers Mary
and Helena under one name, Mary. We can also establish that God and Deity mean extensive knowledge, wisdom, i.e. a title,
a Grand Master.
At the beginning, even Borealis‘ group believed that Jesus had managed to be Son of Man. She continues: ‗As the Christ
went through the land, delivering His message - we were planning to work unseen behind Him, and gather together into an
irresistible force those who had received the message. We were going to lift a whole civilization out of the mire. We were
going to save an entire world at one stroke! In our youthful enthusiasm we would not admit any possibility of defeat. There
could be no failure! For had we not foreseen every possible eventuality and provided against it?
Ai! If only we knew now half as much as we thought we knew then, we would indeed be wise! And then a gnawing thought
began to enter our hearts that perhaps we had failed to provide for just one thing, namely: that the people of your world were
not yet ready for such a Message. But we refused to fully acknowledge the thought. We tried to tell ourselves that it was
merely a vagrant and unworthy thought, which we must firmly cast out of our minds. We redoubled our efforts to bend things
to our wishes.
Finally events ran to their bitter end, and there could be no doubt that the thing was finished. It was then that all things
seemed to come to an end, and we drank the bitter cup to its dregs. Nothing seemed to matter much. We cared not whether
we lived or died. But we lived. And we learned. And eventually we came to realize that it was all a part of the Divine Plan,
and that the effort had not failed. For there is a time for sowing, and a time for reaping. And no matter how faithful has been
the sowing, the harvest cannot be garnered in, until the seed has sprouted, and grown, and ripened into its full maturity in its
own proper and appointed time.‘
Borealis adds this to her story of failure: ‗I cannot speak with first-hand knowledge of the deeper phases of the coming of your
Christ. The project was under the direction of a much higher group than we, although they were not true deities in the strict
sense of the word.‘ If I repeatedly read between the lines I see that what she means is a large group without proper knowledge.
She could refer to the spiritual leader Osiris‘ group who destroyed everything. In this context she writes your Christ, not Jesus
Christ from Venus. Osiris, too, was called Christ, Jesus Beelzebub.
‗One may speak of these things only with great caution, and perhaps I have already said too much. It is difficult to speak the
truth without offending those who hold blind and unreasoning allegiance to some particular creed, dogma, or sect. Your Earth
would be a better place if every creed, dogma, and article of faith were thrown into the sea!‘ suggests a firm Borealis. She is
right, I agree with her. Apostle Paul, too writes about the failure in those days. He knew that it all ended.
Borealis calls the human self the ‘infinite self‘ which is an astral body. To be allowed to enter Nirvana via the black hole you
will need to be human with human blood. They also found out that you cannot fight Man and try to beat Him via a move in
chess, i.e. fool the Unnameable, the Cosmic Father.

This picture is a symbol of the spiritual leader from Venus, the God King of Wisdom, his name on our Earth Jesus Christ, the
Lamb. We can see the letter M in front of him, how it changes into a crescent from both sides. At the centre is a V, a symbol of
Victoria/Victory. This is the same M that can be found on the far side of the Moon, in the so-called City of Knowledge,
connected to Apollo 20‘s flight to the Moon.
More info at Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 73-74 and 79.

There are more theories on this topic than that of Borealis‘ A Spacewoman Speaks. One of them is The True Story of Jesus
Christ. The basic facts are the same. The mothers, Jewess Mary and Queen Helena, receive a common name, Mary, and Joseph
Jr and Izates II are both named Christ. This is a text which is close to reality. I refer to the text below.
It all starts with the most important human beings: Carpenter Joseph and Jewess Mary. Joseph was older than Mary, around 8-10
years, which means that Joseph‘s family still lived in their homeland outside ancient Palestine. – Joseph and Mary were not
married, but they lived together. The boy was born in the middle of the night, on December 24. People from Venus and the
brotherhood of Planets knew that Mary‘s child would become a spiritual leader and that small spacecraft would assist in
spreading this news to various parts of the country. A small spacecraft landed on the pasture and its crew, the angels, told the
shepherds that a Saviour had been born in Bethlehem, the shepherds, could come and see Him themselves. The spacecraft then
manifested itself as a brilliant star, the shepherds could follow its bright light and find the baby boy who was on the run to Egypt
with Joseph and Mary to escape King Herod‘s wrath. This is how the story starts. It was also correct that King Herod killed all
baby boys below the age of two in Bethlehem. Here I must add that Joseph did not know how Mary had become pregnant, but he
became the boy‘s foster father. This is why the boy was called Joseph Jr by his mother.
Joseph, Mary and Joseph Jr later on lived in Nazareth, where Joseph worked in construction. Joseph and Mary separated and did
not live together. Mary lived with her son and Joseph gathered his family around himself. More info at Architects’ Protector.
The little boy grew up between his mother and his father. When he was twelve years old he travelled to India to study. He was
away fro about 20 years. Meanwhile, Mary became the foster mother of Helena‘s son Izates II. He was, once converted to
Judaism, King of Jews. He was married to Symacho from Characene and had with her a daughter. He changed his name from
Izates to Jesus. This was a spiritual name which could mean King of Jews. He received the name Christ, which means Possessor
of the Truth (Saviour) from his teaching. He quietly started his activities, as Jesus, son of Mary, all over Palestine with his
twelve disciples when Hannan was the high priest. More info at The Falcon Does not Fly any More, pp17-19.
When Mary‘s son Joseph Jr returned to Palestine, there was no place for him with Mary. He married Jewess Mary of Magdala
and inherited a small vineyard in Canaan from his parents. There Joseph Jr and his wife worked in viticulture. They had a son
and a daughter. Eventually Joseph Jr, too, became a teacher, a preacher, and had five disciples. More info at Tutankhamun, the
Young Lion, page 9.
The problem was that the two men delivered similar messages, each one in his way. They were both Mary‘s son, but they did not
look alike. Joseph Jr was Carpenter Joseph‘s foster son but did not resemble him while Jesus had common traits with Joseph via
his mother Helena who was related to Joseph through her maternal grandfather. When Jesus came to Nazareth with his siblings
and disciples, people saw that Jesus and his brothers and sisters resembled Joseph. People also noticed that Joseph Jr did not
look like Joseph. Then the bubble burst and Joseph‘s paternity issue ended up in the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem where Caiaphas was
the high priest. More info at High Priest Caiaphas’ Will, pp 1-9. In the Sanhedrin it was revealed that Jesus and King Izates II
were one and the same person. When Pilate asked him ‘Are you the King of Jews?‘ Jesus answered: ‘You are the one who says
it.‘ Jesus did not lie, he neither said yes nor no. Pilate also heard that Jesus was King Izates II, which is why he asked Jesus the
question. – You do not ask a Jewish citizen this question in court: ‗Are you the Kung of Jews?‘ The clergy‘s inner circle knew
that Izates II and Jesus were one and the same person with different assignments.
Then followed crucifixion, burial and resurrection. Borealis says that she and her group (being angels) assisted Jesus and Mary.
High Priest Caiaphas sentenced the Jew Joseph Jr, named Jesus from Nazareth, to death by crucifixion. Then the body was
moved to a garden tomb in Jerusalem. More info at Man, God and Science, pp 31-34. The authorities placed a large rock to
protect his body from being robbed. There are records, e.g. a death certificate, which states that Joseph Jr‘s/Jesus‘s body was
removed to be buried and that his remains would be handed over to his family after a year. More info at The Shroud of Turin,
the Mystery of all Mysteries, pp 9-10. When the Sabbath had ended, Mary of Magdala, Joseph Jr‘s wife, came to the grave.
There she met angels (Borealis and her group who had landed nearby) who told her that Jesus had been resurrected. She had
come to see her husband Joseph‘s body who, according to the scriptures had been shrouded in clean linen cloth. She looked
inside the tomb and saw nothing, it was empty, her husband was gone. They said to her: ‘Woman, why are you crying? Who are
you looking for?‘ She answered: ‘They have removed my Master and I do not know where they have taken him.‘ Jesus also
appeared near the grave and asked her the same question: ‘Woman, why are you crying? Who are you looking for?‘ She thought
it was the master of the Garden and answered: ‘My lord, if you have removed him, tell me where he is, so I can go to him.‘ All
this from the Book of John.
What does John reveal? He reveals that Mary of Magdala was married to Joseph Jr, that she was his wife and that she did not
know Jesus personally. A wife is supposed to recognize her husband after only a few days, but Jesus may have known that
Joseph Jr was Mary of Magdala‘s husband, since he was the one who took over Joseph Jr‘s identity. We know for a fact that the
individual who was crucified was not the same person who was resurrected from the dead. – Many people watched the
crucifixion of Joseph Jr, many saw him die on the cross and when Jesus appeared again, nobody believed him. It was then
Christianity died. When time was ripe, Jess embarked a spacecraft on Mount Tabor, accompanied by his eldest brother James
and fisherman Peter. He left the Earth and disappeared into space.

Where did Jesus go? Did he go to the Moon? Fairly distinct evidence leads me to believe that Jesus went to the Moon. But the
question is why. I can refer to Borealis who says: ”A human being must lose his life in order to win it back”. This means that
she must suppress her own lower self in order to gain real life, you will need to lose your identity to be able to serve Universe.
How many on this planet understand what she means? – In this context we do not talk about a common death connected to
reincarnation. A very clever sentence which can be interpreted in different ways.
This is, in fact, a blood transformation process where animal blood is transferred into human blood. Thn you gain eternal life,
you live on and leave the old, dead life behind. This means that you get a new human identity, the old one disappears. In this
new way it is possible to enter Nirvana, the inner part of the galaxy.
Certain clues make me understand that Jesus travelled to the Moon, where he underwent a so-called blood transformation
process in a triangular spacecraft. Borealis mentioned that they had a ‘laboratory craft.‘ It is only used when complicated
scientific observations are necessary. Due to the large number of instruments it has become known as ‗the flying laboratory‘ and
there may be a similar craft on the Moon. This blood transformation process failed for Jesus, he could not leave his old life
behind to get a new, eternal life. More info at Visitors to the Moon, pp 79-80, The Arrival of the Neutron Star, pp 8-10 and
The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 1-22.
After Jesus‘ lunar flight, Osiris‘ large group assumed power over Jesus‘ activities. It was re-made and after 20 years it spread
around the world as Christianity with a new, contrary Jesus.
Borealis
‘Whenever I see a church and clergy richly ornamented, with vessels of gold and statues decked with costly gems, the thought
comes to me: "They have crucified their God upon a cross of gold. They have traded their priceless birthright for worthless trash.
This is Christianity. Pope, what do you say about this? Arch Bishop of Church of Sweden, what do you say about this? Can you
prove it wrong?
‘We cared not whether we lived or died. But we lived. And we learned. And eventually we came to realize that it was all a
part of the Divine Plan, and that the effort had not failed. For there is a time for sowing, and a time for reaping. And no
matter how faithful has been the sowing, the harvest cannot be garnered in, until the seed has sprouted, and grown, and
ripened into its full maturity in its own proper and appointed time.’ See more in Revelation. They have learnt that it is
not possible to oppose Man and the Cosmic Father.

Today we have 2017. It is time to study Engineer Rolf Telano’s important message again at a
high level of knowledge. Now, at the End of Time, we need to trust this knowledge, which is the
foundation of his books.

Eduard Albert Meier,
a.k.a. Billy Meier

Eduard Albert Meier, also known as Billy Meier, born on February 3, 1937 in Bülach. Swiss citizen.
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Eduard Albert Meier, a.k.a. Billy Meier (born
on February 3, 1937) is a Swiss citizen who
maintains that he has established regular contact
with an extraterrestrial civilisation in the
Plejares star system. The Pleiadians look like us,
according to him. They originally came from
here and we have common ancestors.
Meier was born in Switzerland and was the son
of a shoemaker. He says that his first contact
with aliens took place when he was five years
old (1942), when he met an old man called
Sfath.
A large part of these contacts was carried out via
telepathy and Meier was taught various subjects
which made him develop very fast and far
despite his young age. Sfath also accompanied
him on travels and let him meet important
people such as Mahatma Gandhi and Haile
Selassie.
Sfath personally knew these persons and they
knew about his extraterrestrial origin. Sfath
never revealed that to Meier. This relation would
continue until 1953.

Then began a new period of contacts. This time it was female character of life known as Asket. As before, with Sfath, she taught
Meier. He travelled and worked much during this period, he had more than 350 different occupations and visited 42 countries.
He met and learnt to know many well-known and prominent persons, among them the President of India, Jawaharlal Nehru. he
also worked as a detective and courier for King Hussein of Jordan. He lost his left arm in a bus accident in Turkey in 1965. The
following year he married his Greek wife, with whom he had three children. After that another pause until 1975, when he
renewed the contact, again with a female character named Semjase. This relation was the start of his official work as a contact
man for the Pleiadians. The two previous periods of contacts were, according to him, only educational and in 1975 a very heavy
and extensive assignment was started, planned long before he was born. She, too, told him that origin and relations on Earth can
unite us and her people. They are friendly and helpful people of developed civilization and technology who live in peace and
harmony.
Billy Meier is the founder of FIGU (Freie Interessengemeinschaft für Grenz- und Geisteswissenschaften und Ufologiestudien
(Free Community of Interests for Border and Spiritual Sciences and Ufological Studies) and is known for his large collection of
controversial photos. They are supposed to depict the Pleiadians‘ spacecraft, which he calls beamship. The Pleiadians allowed
him to take photos to make it possible for him to present solid evidence of extraterrestrial life. The pictures have been analysed
in the US. Meier also maintains that he has metal samples and audio recordings.

Asket, around 370 years old, Ptaah‘s niece. Her home planet is in DAL Universe, the planet Timar i Akon‘s solar system.
She was in touch with Billy 1953-64 and taught him much during her voluntary assignment. Asket is a beautiful and highly
intelligent and knowledgeable woman.

Semjase, 344 years old, 170 centimetres tall, a slim, young, cute woman with fair skin, sparkling eyes and light-blond hair. Her
knowledge is extensive, she was awarded the title half-Jschrjsch, half-queen of wisdom or a half-goddess. During the period
from February of 1965 until June of 1973, she stayed in the DAL Universe with Asket's people, with her cousin Asket. She then
returned from DAL Universe to DERN Universe, to Erra and solar system Tayget, in the Plejares. She came here in July, 1973
and continued to carry out her assignment. The first contact between her and Billy was arranged by Ptaah on January 28, 1975.
She is the extraterrestrial woman who knows most about the situation here on Earth. In November, 1984, Semjase left us due to
health problems. Her field of work was exclusively limited to European areas and Asia. She is Ptaah‘s daughter. Note that,
according to my knowledge, Semjase is a reincarnation of Mary of Magdala.

Semjase was married for seven years, but lost her husband after the marriage. He had been active in a research expedition to a
foreign galaxy 200 years earlier. He took part in hyperspace technology. Three research spacecraft and crews were dispatched.
Two craft were lost, only one returned after 11 years. Her husband did not. His craft had been damaged and it crashed against a
sun. Her marriage was childless. I will come back to this later.

Quetzal is 376 years old. He is 190 centimetres tall with blue-grey eyes and light brown hair. He is the father of six children. His
contacts with Meier embraced 11 years, 1975-1986 and he was the commander of the Pleiadian space station SOL until 2007. He
comes from planet Erra in solar system Tayget, DERN Universe. He possessed extensive knowledge, jack-of-all-trades,
designer, and Billy as well as FIGU found him very useful. Four contact persons: Sfath, Semjase, Quetzal and Ptaah were very
willing and active when carrying out their assignments.

Florena
Florena and Semjase

Semjase and Florena

Florena is 181 years old, a young Pleiadian woman, probably from planet Erra in the Tayget solar system in DERN Universe.
She came to our planet in 1995, assisted by Ptaah. Her name means ‘one that is blooming.‘ She is Billy‘s contact, a young, very
knowledgeable and talented woman.

Self portrait
by Ptaah

Ptaah is 775 years old and has three children; two daughters, Semjase and Pleija and a son, Jucata, who is dead.
he is Sfath‘s son and one of his nieces is Asket. He was awarded the title King of Wisdom, God (but not Creator), Jschwjsch,
(JHWH). He is the commander of the Pleiadian spacecraft. Knowledge and humanity dominate his activities since he is King of
Wisdom, the Master. He comes from planet Erra in the Tayget solar system in DERN Universe.

Pleija, daughter of Ptaah, from planet Erra in the Tayget
solar system in DERN Universe. There are more planets in
the solar system, e.g. Askal and Luseta.

Nera, Ptaah‘s niece, from DAL Universe, planet
Timar in Akon‘s solar system, as is Asket.
June 26, 1975

Federation Pleiades

Atlas‘s and Pleione‘s seven daughters.

Atlas‘s and Pleione‘s seven daughters.

Federation Pleiades

Star Vega

DAL Universe, symbolic
Meier states that the creatures he has met are human beings who mainly come from a planet named Erra. It is said to be
located beyond the star cluster the Pleiades in a dimension with a different space time, a fraction of a second displaced
compared to ours. It is called the DERN Universe. His statement coincides in fact with Borealis‘ story and her message
concerning vibrational levels and the journey along the frequency scale and parallel worlds.
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Note that the solar system continuously is at the same level, only the 1-7 length of the frequency changes.
More info at Dark Matter and its Existence, pp 1-24, Evolution, pp 93-137 and Man, God and Science, pp 35-37 about the
rainbow‘s colours which correspond to all these seven colours.
The matter between them is invisible and is called dark matter.
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The matter between them is invisible and is called dark matter.

Meier states that the creatures he has met are human
beings who mainly come from a planet named Erra. It is
said to be located beyond the star cluster the Pleiades in a
dimension with a different space time, a fraction of a
second displaced compared to ours. It is called the DERN
Universe.
Frequency scale 1-7
In this way Meier is completely correct.
It is, though, important to focus, otherwise you will fall
off become critical.

A black hole at the centre of
the galaxy

A neutron star, a sun
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Inside the galaxy, the
nucleus
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A black hole at the centre of
the galaxy
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Hyper spacecraft-3
with hyperspace technology.
Anonymous crew

Hyper spacecraft-2
Hyper spacecraft-1
with hyperspace technology. Semjase‘s
with hyperspace-technology.
husband was probably the commander.
Probable commander: Ptaah‘s son
Besättningens befälhavare var
Jucata
förmodligen Semjases man
This is how I interpret Semjase‘s story (above, page 46). She mentioned three hyper spacecraft based on research. They and
their crews left for a mission. The goal was a foreign galaxy, but two of the spacecraft crashed against a sun. What do we learn
from this brief report? It is a fact that they can go anywhere at any time i our galaxy using all vibrational levels. But it is not
usual to try to go into the inside of the galaxy through a black hole or through the black hole of a neutron star. When I study
their very extensive technological knowledge in parallel with their intellectual capability I see two options. They both concern
the final goal for the three spacecraft, connected to brand new research.

Option 2
If they wanted to enter the black hole of the
neutron star, the chain of events will be similar
to those in option 1. Semjase says that the
crafts crashed against a sun. She does define
what kind of sun she is talking about. It is
difficult for me to understand that these hyper
modern spacecraft crash against an ordinary
sun at a very high frequency level, especially
as the third craft makes it. I am not sure that
the crews of Spacecraft 1 and 2 died. More
info at Life and the Black Hole. Note that this
is my own perception of her story.

Option 1
If their mission was to go into the inside of the galaxy via the black hole, this
could have happened: I believe all three of them left vibrational level 7, or
frequency scale 7 and came too close to frequency scale 8. The first two
spacecraft came close to the black hole and the crew lost control of the craft and
the communication with the third craft. When objects disappear near the black
hole all communication is lost and there is no return. According to Semjase, the
spacecraft crashed against a sun. Can the black hole function as an extinct son
at a very high level of frequency? The third spacecraft returned after eleven
years. It had remained outside the borders of the black hole and could return
using its own power. This was not an easy mission. More info at What
Happens in a Black Hole, page 3. Note that this is my own way of
understanding issues delivered by Semjase, and my own knowledge.
I chose this topic to be able to compare the Pleiadian space technology to that of the Earth.
Even experts and scientists find it difficult to keep pace. It is easier to pretend that the
Pleiadians are creations of your imagination, as with George Adamski and Truman
Bethurum. We can conclude that the messages delivered by Adamski, Fry, Bethurum,
Telano and Meier are content-wise one and the same, but they come from different sources
in space.

Borealis‘ message starts with Man, Humanity, Venus, Karma, health, space, spacecraft, Universe, knowledge. Then come
religion (Christian) and the original Jesus who she carefully describes as a catastrophe for Christianity. But there was a small
problem with the Crucifixion and the Resurrection.
Billy Meier does the same, he adds religion, then Christianity, the Crucifixion. He maintains that it was Immanuel (Joseph Jr)
who was crucified according to a new translation of the Talmud concerning Immanuel, Carpenter Joseph and Mary.

Rev. 1:7: ‗Behold, He is

I understand that
this God visited
Yahweh, King of
Wisdom,

coming with clouds, and
every eye will see Him,
even they who pierced Him.
And all the tribes of the
earth will mourn because of
Him. Even so, Amen‘.

JHWH,
always the Earth.

Yahweh JHWH God, King of
Wisdom, drawing by Semjase

Federation Pleiades
Summer triangle

Immanuel,
drawing by Semjase

The Book of Matthew. 1-23, actually states that Mary will give birth to a son to be named Immanuel (God with us).

The individual who was crucified in Jerusalem in those days.
Talmud Immanuel of Judas Ischkerioth, original in Armenian.
The message was found in 1963 in the tomb where Immanuel (Joseph Jr) was
put after the Jerusalem Crucifixion. More info at Man, God and Science, pp
32-33. He was called Son of Heaven, he had 12 anonymous disciples and 17
named female disciples.

In the 1970s, a sculpture of the
Jew Joseph Jr was found in Jerash
in Palestine. Experts say that this
is the oldest Messiah sculpture
ever found.
The second picture was drawn by
Semjase. We can see that the
sculpture and the drawing go well
together. She must have had
access to an early picture of
Immanuel.
He was called ‘Son of Heaven‘
according to the message Gabriel
preached
to
Mary
before
Immanuel was born.
He had 12 anonymous disciples,
in Talmud their number was five.
He also had 17 named female
disciples. He got on well with
women, as did King David and
the King of the Huns, Attila.

At the centre we again the sculpture
shown above and the drawing depicts
Sfath, drawn by his son Ptaah.
We can see that the sculpture and the
drawing again go well together.

See the comparison at The Shroud of Turin, the Mystery of all Mysteries, page 5

In my short unique dream I saw the man
who was crucified at close quarters. He
was partly behind the cross and had a
thick beard. His face resembled that of
Immanuel and was turned towards me,
from the right. Then I saw him lying at a
narrow place (a grave) in the ground. His
dead body was on its back, it was
cleaned and had a light yellow colour. A
square light grey cloth was placed over
his genitals. The short glimpse I got of
the body displayed no wounds. It was in
the evening and I could not see where I
was. My sister was also there, she
touched the face. I told her not to and she
said something I did not get. Then I
woke up. It was before half past four in
the morning on February 18, 2017.
I mentioned several times that Thomas
was present at the crucifixion and
funeral, more info at Man, God and
Science, pp 32-33.

One more portrait of Sfath, drawn by his son Ptaah. We draw the same conclusions as above.
Sfath died in 1953.

Another drawing by Sfath
gives the same result. What
can this mean?
As far as I understand, Sfath
was a reincarnation of Immanuel, we can be fairly clear
about that.
Now we have solid evidence
on who was crucified and
buried in Jerusalem.
Rev.1:7. ‘Behold, He is coming with clouds, and every eye will see Him, even they who
pierced Him. And all the tribes of the earth will mourn because of Him. Even so, Amen.‘
Here the sculpture again,
and Eduard Albert Meier,
also known as Billy
Meier.
We can also see that Billy
Meier looks like the
sculpture.
What can this mean?

We know from records that Immanuel/Joseph Jr had a son called Judas in his marriage to Mary of Magdala. More info at
Abomination of Desolation, pp 13-14. This Judas followed his father‘s advice. I believe that Billy Meier is a reincarnation of
this Judas, who was Immanuel‘s son. Before Billy was born, everything about his life and mission was planned in advance.
The individual who took care of him and taught him was Sfath, who was a reincarnation of Immanuel. Basic education
continued to 1953, see page 46 above.

Rev.1:7. ‘Behold, He is coming with clouds, and every eye will see Him, even they who
pierced Him. And all the tribes of the earth will mourn because of Him. Even so, Amen.‘

The picture at the centre is
Tibor E (the last picture of
him), around 10 years old.
He was born in 1958. On
both sides we see Billy
Meier, 8 years old.
The resemble each other,
which means they have the
background.
Master Sfath, who died in
1953, was reincarnated as
Tibor E in 1958, in Linköping. He was very
interested in spaceflights
and life on other planets..

Sfath, who was a reincarnation of Immanuel/Joseph Jr was reincarnated as Tibor E. He was born by Jewess Maria at a hospital
in Linköping on Christmas Eve 1958, exactly at midnight. More info at The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 53-54.
He was murdered in 1971 and, wrapped in a black plastic bag, he was thrown into a grave in 2013. More info at Prince of
Ponte Corvo, or…, pp 50-69 and at Evolution, pp 102-109. No Gabriel appeared this time, neither for my father Tibor K nor
for Jewess Maria E. Shortly after the birth Maria told my father that she panicked and was afraid when she understood who she
was to whom she had given birth, again.
Talmud Immanuel says that Immanuel was the Son of Heaven and his ethics comprised humanity, Man, harmony, peace,
knowledge, medicine, etc. He had 12 anonymous disciples (Talmud points out that five out of twelve disciples were killed) and
17 named female disciples: Judith, Sarah, Leah, Tabitha, Susan, Ruth, Rebecca, Recah, Rachel, Ester, Naomi, Martha, Miriam,
Magdalene, Eve Mary, Elizabeth and Delilah. In other words: women were as valuable as men. King David loved the women
he was surrounded by, so did Attila, King of the Huns.
The Gospels, too, say clearly that they were two, who simultaneously worked in Palestine with their disciples. One of them
was Jesus Christ, Izates II, who called himself Son of Man. The other one was Immanuel/Joseph Jr who called himself Son of
Heaven. One was Queen Helena‘s son, the other one was the son of Mary. It is also obvious that it was Immanuel/Joseph Jr
who was born in Bethlehem, while Jesus/Izates II was a member of the ADIABENE royal family. They were not in Jerusalem
at the time.
Talmud Immanuel also states that Immanuel wants this message rewritten, in human blood. His name will be erased and be
replaced by a different name, the female disciples will also be removed. Instead, he says, there will be a new message by a true
prophet. But this will also be rewritten and women will be abused and lied will be spread.
Talmud Immanuel tells the story of Immanuel‘s traitor and confirms that it was Judas Ishariot, son of disciple Judas
Ischkerioth, who did it for thirty bloody silver coins. But we do not why he did it.
There was no need to betray Jesus Izates since he was well known by the Jerusalem clergy. Read more about this at High
Priest Caiaphas’ Will, pp 1-12 and The Abomination of Desolation, pp 16-23.
Talmud Immanuel, too, writes about the crucifixion. It was Immanuel who was crucified in Jerusalem and, according to
Talmud, he survived. His body was put into a tomb (with a secret entrance, known only by a few, well-informed people) by,
among others, Joseph of Arimatea, one of Immanuel‘s close friends. Grave clothes are not mentioned, the body was kept in the
tomb for three days and three nights. The body was taken good care of and eventually it became viable again. Immanuel could
leave the trace without being seen thanks to the secret entrance. He went to Italy where died, 113 years old. More info at Man,
God and Science, pp 32-33.
The individual who was crucified died, according to the gospels. David, too, writes about his crucifixion and death. Mary of
Magdala, Immanuel‘s wife, visited the tomb and there she met Jesus, who she did not know in person. The first thing a man
should do, is that not to contact wife and family? What is the truth? The only possible answer is cloning. Immanuel was
replaced by a cloned Immanuel, the real body was transported to the cemetery Est Talpiot in Jerusalem. More info at
Abomination of Desolation, pp 13-14. Eventually the cloned Immanuel quietly left Jerusalem, accompanied by Joseph of
Arimatea and they went to India. Joseph was a competent, rich businessman from India. There Immanuel continued to work on
his human message.

I have repeatedly written that Thomas was the biological son of Carpenter Joseph. He was also an architect and helped his father
with many houses, especially in Galilee. Immanuel/Joseph Jr was Joseph‘s foster son. Thomas was probably present when
Immanuel was crucified and buried. I believe that this businessman Joseph also knew Thomas and became interested in his
constructions, the cosmic architecture. Thomas built a model of a castle which Joseph of Arimatea transported to India, to King
Gondophares, when he and Immanuel left Palestine for good. More info at Architects’ Protector, pp 9-11.
Not many people knew that Immanuel left Jerusalem. A very interesting thing happened. Jesus sent his elder brother Judas, with
Thomas‘ name, to India in order to spy on Immanuel. He gave himself out as Thomas, but finally he was apprehended in India.
He said nothing about Immanuel, regardless of what he knew.
We know for a fact that Jesus left this Earth, he ascended, also according to the gospels. He boarded a spacecraft on Mount
Tabor. More info at Omnipotent Akhenaten, page 22.
One messenger was Jesus/Izates II, Helena‘s son. He called himself Son of Man and ascended. The other messenger was
Immanuel/Joseph Jr, Mary‘s son. He called himself Son of Heaven and lived on in India, where he died.
Those who study my website may ask themselves if there are any traces or any evidence supporting the cloning of Immanuel.
Let us analyse this. Sfath was around 900 years when he died. This means that his latest appearance on this planet was as Vajk,
Prince Géza‘s heir. At King of Polar Light, page 19, as King Louis XIV, and on pp 37-39, King Louis XVII. Here we can talk
about a cloned Immanuel, since Sfath lived at that time. Note that in this case, Immanuel K was born with a typical French
body, which does not render a proper view of Immanuel‘s looks.
Egyptian religion tells us that Osiris called himself the God of Death and Resurrection. I believe neither Immanuel nor Jesus
had anything to do with Osiris. It was Paul who would spread Immanuel‘s message, but he did that in the name of the
resurrected Jesus. The resurrected God was Osiris, i.e. Jesus Beelzebub. More info at Foundation Stone, page 37, and Man,
God and Science, page 41.
Talmud Immanuel also deals with the number 7. If it is a period of time, it corresponds to seven thousand years, such as the
neutron star‘s pentagonal orbit of around 7,200 years.
When Sfath lived here during the 1940s and 50s, he visited India and there he met Mahatma Gandhi. He also visited Ethiopia
where he met Haile Selassie. He also brought little Billy. He became good friends with both of them and they knew that Sfath
was an extraterrestrial. I ask myself: why India and Ethiopia? As far as I understand, Mahatma Gandhi was a reincarnation of
Joseph of Arimatea and Haile Selassie a reincarnation of, among others, Judas and Napoleon. More info at Prince of Ponte
Corvo, or…, page 36 and Foundation Stone, page 58.
If we summarise the messages Adamski, Fry, Bethurum, Telano and Meier, we can see a unified message focussing on Man,
humanity and knowledge. God is the King of Wisdom and not the creator of the world, Universe and planets. Borealis‘ distinct
message and Apollo 20‘s lunar flight is evidence that Christianity has failed and that Jesus existed. He promised that the same
chain of events will not be repeated. Meier‘s message points out who was crucified and buried. The Jews have not killed Jesus,
they are free from a false accusation. Contemporary clergy were descendants of Levi, not Judas. Now we know that Immanuel
and Jesus are two persons.
What we can see from the message is that the Pleiadians are at a high level of knowledge. They master a hyper space technology
used in research, not for warfare. The people over there should be helpful and peaceful.

Symbol of humanity

Symbol, Star of David

Symbol of freedom

We know write 2017. It is time to study Billy Meier’s important message again, at a high level of
knowledge. This is what is urgent now, at the End of Time.
The message was written using top-level knowledge.

The Bull Gilgamesh said he
was a human being.

Symbol of peace

Now, when we know, we can see that Erich von Däniken’s books about Gods and Divinity emanating from space are correct; Bl.a. – The Gold
of the Gods/Aussaat und Kosmos – Signs of the Gods, The Return of the Gods: Evidence of Extraterrestrial Visitations/ Spuren und Pläne
ausserirdischer Intelligenzen /Meine Welt in bildern, Erinnerungen an die Zukunft Ungelöste Rätsel der Vergangenhet, Zurück zu den Sternen.
Argumente für das Unmögliche.

British critics say this: The traditional story of Noah does not resist a modern historical analysis, but maybe it was not meant to
do that. Bible historians who have studied the records agree that the story was written down in the 6 th century. It was authored
by exiled Jewish clergy in Babylonia, today‘s Iraq. – The Brits are right. If we look back to those days we directly stumble
upon the solution. The point in time mentioned by the Brits is Daniel‘s life. In those days, B.C. 600-500 there was a prophet
named Nephi. His activities continue to A.D. 431 via tablets written by descendants. In that way, Book of Mormon was created.

Joseph Smith

Joseph Smith, 1805-1844
Was murdered in the prison
Carthage in Illinois, falsely
accused with his brother Hyrum.

Joseph Smith was on December 23, 1805 in the town of Sharon
in Windsor, Vermont, son of Joseph Smith.

Joseph Smith, 1805-1844
Was murdered in the prison
Carthage in Illinois, falsely
accused with his brother Hyrum.

Briefly about the original Books of Moses: The most interesting event in the Book of Mormon is the murder of the Jew Laban
and the confiscation of the Jewish records on the brass plates. The records contained the five Books of Moses, stories about the
creation of the world and about Adam and Eve. There were also Jewish records from the Beginning to the start of the Jewish
King Zedekiah‘s reign, the prophecies of the holy prophets, also to the start of Zedekiah‘s reign and other prophecies, the
foundation of the Book of Mormon:
Chapter 1: Lehi‘s vision, (Nephi‘s father) where he sees a pillar of fire and reads from a book of prophecy. He praises God,
foretells the coming of the Messiah, and prophesies the destruction of Jerusalem—He is persecuted by the Jews
Chapter 2: Lehi takes his family into the wilderness by the Red Sea. Laman and Lemuel murmur against their father. Nephi is
obedient and prays in faith; the Lord speaks to him, and he is chosen to rule over his brethren.
Chapter 3: Lehi‘s sons return to Jerusalem to obtain the plates of brass—Laban refuses to give the plates up. Laman and
Lemuel are reproved by an angel.
Chapter 4: Nephi slays Laban at the Lord‘s command and then secures the plates of brass by stratagem—Zoram chooses to join
Lehi‘s family in the wilderness.
Chapter 5: Sariah complains against Lehi—Both rejoice over the return of their sons. The plates of brass contain writings of
Moses and the prophets. The plates identify Lehi as a descendant of Joseph. Lehi prophesies concerning his seed and the
preservation of the plates
Chapter 6: Nephi writes of the things of God—Nephi‘s purpose is to persuade men to come to the God of Abraham to be saved.
Chapter 7: Lehi‘s sons return to Jerusalem and invite Ishmael and his household to join them in their journey. Rebellion. They
bind him with cords. He is freed by the power of faith—His brethren ask forgiveness.
Chapter 8: Lehi sees a vision of the tree of life, a river of water and the rod of iron. Laman and Lemuel refuse to partake of the
fruit.
Chapter 9: Nephi makes two sets of records—Each is called the plates of Nephi—The larger plates contain a secular history; the
smaller ones deal primarily with sacred things.

Chapter 10: Lehi predicts that the Jews will be taken captive by the Babylonians Lehi tells also of the coming of the one who
should baptize the Lamb of God. He compares the scattering and gathering of Israel to an olive tree.
Chapter 11: Nephi sees the Spirit of the Lord. and is shown in vision the tree of life—He sees the mother of the Son of God and
learns of the condescension of God—He sees the baptism, ministry, and crucifixion of the Lamb of God—He sees also the call
and ministry of the Twelve Apostles of the Lamb. There is nothing about resurrection after three days.
Chapter 12: Nephi sees in vision the land of promise; the righteousness, iniquity, and downfall of its inhabitants; the coming of
the Lamb of God among them.
Chapter 13: Nephi sees in vision the church of the devil set up among the Gentiles, the discovery and colonizing of America.
The coming forth of latter-day scripture.
Chapter 14: An angel tells Nephi of the blessings and cursings. There are only two churches: the Church of the Lamb of God
and the church of the devil. The Apostle John will write concerning the end of the world. End of Nephi‘s vision.
Chapter 15: Lehi‘s teachings interpreted by Nephi. The olive tree. Tree of Life. God‘s words. - About the Tree of Life:
‗That tree of life, whose fruit is most precious and most desirable above all other fruits; yea, and it is the greatest of all
the gifts of God‘ (but not in the Kingdom of Sweden).
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Back to the Brits. It is true that the Noah‘s story is not correct due to the fact that the original Books of Moses and other records
concerning the Jews have been removed by Nephi and his brothers. The Jews probably had copies and they were used at that
time. They were not the originals.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nephi‘s plates clearly state that Jesus‘ (God‘s Lamb) mission was planned as early as in 600 B.C. He was to have 12 disciples,
he would be borne by a virgin. The town of Nazareth is mentioned, as is the tree, the Tree of Life, Carpenter Joseph‘s family
tree. A long-time plan where we also read that the Jews wanted Jesus dead. No resurrection is mentioned.

The creation of the Book of Mormon
Joseph Smith is the creator of Book of Mormon.
From the plates he wrote the whole book himself via
Urim and Thummim. If you want to see the plates
with Urim and Thummim you must, even before you
are born, be among the selected few, the texts are not
for anybody. I believe that Joseph Smith, from the
very beginning, was one of the authors of the book.
There are several names to choose from. One of them
is Joseph, Lehi‘s sixth son. He was intellectually
capable and very reliable and loyal. Smith was active
when the Aaronic Priesthood was recreated in 1929.

Moroni

One person (Moroni) was seen beside the bed….. He
said: ‘God had work for me to do‘

21/09/1823
Smith continues: ‘On the evening of the above-mentioned twenty-first of September, after I had retired to my bed for the night, I
betook myself to prayer and supplication to Almighty God for forgiveness of all my sins and follies, and also for a manifestation
to me, that I might know of my state and standing before him; for I had full confidence in obtaining a divine manifestation, as I
previously had one. While I was thus in the act of calling upon God, I discovered a light appearing in my room, which continued
to increase until the room was lighter than at noonday, when immediately a personage appeared at my bedside, standing in the
air, for his feet did not touch the floor.
He had on a loose robe of most exquisite whiteness. It was a whiteness beyond anything earthly I had ever seen; nor do I believe
that any earthly thing could be made to appear so exceedingly white and brilliant. His hands were naked, and his arms also, a
little above the wrist; so, also, were his feet naked, as were his legs, a little above the ankles. His head and neck were also bare. I
could discover he had no other clothing on but his robe, as it was open, so that I could see into his bosom. Not only was his robe
exceedingly white, but his whole person was glorious beyond description, and his countenance truly like lightning. The room
was exceedingly light, but not so very bright as immediately around his person. When I first looked upon him, I was afraid; but
the fear soon left me.
He called my by name, and said unto me that he was a messenger sent from the presence of
Good to me, and that his name was Moroni; that God had a work for me to do; and that my
name should be had for good and evil among all nations, kindreds, and tongues, or that is
should be both good and evil spoken of among all people.

Book,
written
on plates

Breastplate,
Urim and
Thummim

He said there was a book deposited, written upon gold plates, giving an account of the
former inhabitants of this continent (America), and the source from whence it sprang. He
also said that the fullness of the everlasting Gospel was contained in it, as delivered by the
Saviour to the ancient inhabitants; Also, that there were two stones in silver bows – and
these stoned, fastened to a breastplate, constituted what is called Urim and Thummim –
deposited with the plates; and the possession and use of these were what constituted ‗seers‘
in ancient or former times; and that God had prepared them for the purpose of translating the
book.

When I read Smith‘s story of
the revelation, I was reminded
of the hand who wrote texts
on the wall in Babylon. It was
done in the same way, but
then focus was on the writing
hand.

After telling me these things, he commenced quoting the prophecies of the Old Testament. He first quoted the third chapter of
Malachi; and he quoted also the fourth or last chapter of the same prophecy, though with a little variation from the way it reads
in our Bibles. Instead of quoting the first verse as it reads in our books, he quoted it thus: ‗For behold, the day cometh that shall
burn as an oven, and all the proud, yea, and all that do wickedly shall burn as stubble; for they that come shall burn them, saith
the Lord of Hosts, that it shall leave them neither root nor branch.‘
And again, he quoted the fifth verse thus: ‘Behold, I will reveal unto you the Priesthood, by the hand of Elijah the prophet,
before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord.‘
He also quoted the next verse differently: ‗And he shall plant in the hearts of the children the promises made to the fathers, and
the hearts of the children shall turn to their fathers. If it were not so, the whole earth would be utterly wasted at his coming.‘
In addition to these, he quoted the eleventh chapter of Isaiah, saying that it was about to be fulfilled. He quoted also the third
chapter of Acts, twenty-second and twenty-third verses, precisely as they stand in our New Testament. He said that the prophet
was Christ, but the day had not yet come when ‗they who would not hear his voice should be cut off from among the people‘,
but soon would come.
He also quoted the second chapter of Joel, from the twenty-eighth verse to the last. He also said that this was not yet fulfilled,
but was soon to be. And he further stated that the fullness of the Gentiles (heathens) was soon to come in. He quoted other
passages of scripture, and offered many explanations which cannot be mentioned here.
Again, he told me, that when I got those plates of which he had spoken – for the time that they should be obtained was not yet
fulfilled – I should not show them to any person; neither the breastplate with the Urim and Thummim; only to those to whom I
should be commanded to show them; if I did, I should be destroyed. While he was conversing with me about the plates, the
vision was opened to my mind that I could see the place where the plates were deposited, and that so clearly and distinctly that
I knew the place again when I visited it.

After this communication, I saw the light in the room begin to gather immediately around the person of him who had been
speaking to me, and it continued to do so until the room was again left dark, except just round him; when, instantly I saw, as it
were, a conduit open right up into heaven, and he ascended till he entirely disappeared, and the room was left as it had been
before this heavenly light had made its appearance.
I lay musing on the singularity of the scene and marvelling greatly at what had been told me by this extraordinary messenger;
when, in the midst of my meditation, I suddenly discovered that my room was again beginning to get lighted, and in an instant,
as it were, the same heavenly messenger was again by my bedside. He commenced, and again related the very same things
which he had done at first visit, without the least variation; which having done, he informed me of great judgments which were
coming upon the earth, with great desolations of famine, sword and pestilence; and that these grievous judgments would come
on the earth in this generation. Having related these things, he again ascended as he had done before.
By this time, so deep were the impressions made on my mind, that sleep had fled from my eyes, and I lay overwhelmed in
astonishment at what I had both seen and heard. But what was my surprise when again I beheld the same messenger at ,y
bedside, and heard him rehearse or repeat over again to me the same things as before; and added a caution to me, telling me that
Satan would try to tempt me (in consequence of the indigent circumstances of ,y father‘s family), to get the plates for the
purpose of getting rich. This he forbade me, saying that I must have no other object in view in getting the plates but to glorify
God, and must not be influenced by any other motive than that o building his kingdom; otherwise I could not get them.
After this third visit, he again ascended into heaven as before, and I was again left to ponder on the strangeness of what I had just
experienced; when almost immediately after the heavenly messenger had ascended from me for the third time; the cock
crowed, and I found that day was approaching, so that our interviews must have occupied the whole of that night. I shortly after
arose from my bed, and, as usual, went to the necessary labours of the day, but in attempting to work as at other times, I found
my strength so exhausted as to render me entirely unable. My father, who was labouring along with me, discovered something to
be wrong with me, and told me to go home. I started with the intention of going to the house; but, in attempting to cross the
fence out of the field where we were, my strength entirely failed me, and I fell helpless to the ground, and for a time was quite
unconscious of anything.
The first thing that I can recollect was a voice speaking unto me, calling me by name. I looked up, and beheld the same
messenger standing over my head, surrounded by light as before. He then again related to me all that he had related to me the
previous night, and commanded me to go to my father and tell him of the vision and commandments which I had received. I
obeyed; I returned to my father in the field, and rehearsed the whole matter to him. He replied to me that it was of God, and told
me to go and do as commanded by the messenger. I left the field, and went to the place where the messenger had told me the
plates were deposited; and owing to the distinctness of the vision which I had had concerning it, I knew the place the instant that
I arrived there.

Comorah Hill

The Holy Record
‗According to this decision,
to ask for this from God, I
went out into the woods to
f
try.‘

Plates of gold

Convenient to the village of Manchester, Ontario County, New York,
stands a hill of considerable size, and the most elevated of any in the
neighbourhood. On the west side of this hill, not far from the top,
under a stone of considerable size, lay the plates, deposited in a stone
box. This stone was thick and rounding in the middle on the upper
side, and thinner towards the edges, so that the middle part of it was
visible above the ground, but the edge all around was covered witj
earth.
Having removed the earth, I obtained a lever, which I got fixed under
the edge of the stone, and with a little exertion raised it up. I looked
in, and there indeed did I behold the plates, the Urim and Thummim,
and the breastplate, as stated by the messenger. The box in which they
lay was formed by laying stoned together in some kind of cement. In
the bottom of the box were laid two stones crossways of the box, and
on these stones, lay the plates and the other things with them.

‖…såg jag en ljuspelare…
alldeles över mitt huvud‖

The breast plate, Urim and
Tummim

I made an attempt to take them out, but was forbidden by the messenger, and was again informed that the time for bringing
them forth had not yet arrived, neither would it, until four years from that time; but he told me that I should come to that place
precisely in one year from that time, and that he would there meet with me, and that I should continue to do so until the time
should come for obtaining the plates.
Accordingly, as I had been commanded, I went at the end of each year, and at each time I found the same messnger there, and
received instruction and intelligence from him at each of our interviews, respecting what the Lord was going to do, and how
and in what manner his kingdom was to be conducted in the last days.
As my father‘s worldly circumstances were very limited, we were under the necessity of labouring with our hands, hiring out
by day‘s work and otherwise, as we could get opportunity. Sometimes we were at home, and sometimes abroad, and by
continuous labour were enabled to get a comfortable maintenance.
In the month of October, 1825, I hired with an old gentleman by the name of Josiah Stoal, who lived in Chenango County,
State of New York. During the time that I was thus employed, I was put to board with a Mr. Isaac Hale, of that place; It was
there I first saw my wife (his daughter) Emma Hale. On the 18 th of January, 1827, we were married, while I was yet employed
in the service of Mr. Stoal. Immediately after my marriage, I left Mr. Stoal‘s, and went to my father‘s, and farmed with him
that season.

Finally
At length the time arrived for obtaining the plates,
the Urim and Thummim, and the breastplate. On the
twenty-second day of September, one thousand eight
hundred and twenty-seven, having gone as usual at
the end of another year to the place where they were
deposited, the same heavenly messenger delivered
them up to me with this charge: that I should be
responsible for them; that if I should let them go
carelessly, or through any neglect of mine, I should
be cut off; but that if I would use all me endeavours
to preserve them, until he, the messenger, should call
for them, they should be protected.
I soon found out the reason why I had received such
strict charges to keep them safe, and why it was that
the messenger had said that when I had done what
was required at my hand, he would call for them.
For no sooner was it known that I had them, than the
most strenuous exertions were used to get them from
me. Every stratagem that could be invented was
resorted to for that purpose. The persecution became
more bitter and severe than before and multitudes
were on the alert continually to get them from me if
possible.

But by the wisdom of God, they remained safe in my hands, until I had accomplished by them what was accomplished by them
what was required at my hand. When, according to arrangements, the messenger called for them, I delivered them up to him; and
he has them in his charge until this day, being the second of May, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight.

…I commenced copying the
characters off the plates..
The excitement, however, still continued and
rumour with her thousand tongues was all the
time employed in circulating falsehoods about
my father‘s family, and about myself. If I were
to relate a thousandth part of them, it would fill
up volumes. The persecution, however, became
so intolerable that I was under the necessity to
leaving Manchester, and going with my wife to
Susquehanna County, in the state of
Pennsylvania. While preparing to start – being
very poor, and the persecution so heavy upon us
that there was no probability that we would ever
be otherwise – in the midst of our afflictions we
found a friend in a gentleman by the name of
Martin Harris, who came to us and gave me fifty
dollars to assist us on our journey. Martin Harris
lived in Palmyra, Wayne County in the State of
New York and a farmer of respectability.
By this timely aid I was enabled to reach the place of my destination in Pennsylvania; and immediately after my arrival there I
commenced copying the characters off the plates. I copied a considerable number of them and by means of the Urim and
Thummim I translated some of them, which I did between the time I arrived at the house of my wife‘s father, in the month of
December, and the February following. Some time in this month of February, the aforementioned Mr. Martin Harris came to our
place, got the characters which I had drawn out off the plates, and started with them to the city of New York. For what took
place relative to him and the characters, I refer to his own account of the circumstances, as he related them to me after his return,
which was as follows:
‘I went to the City of New York and presented the characters which had been translated, with the translations thereof, to
Professor Charles Anthon, a gentleman celebrated for his literary attainments. Professor Anthon stated that the translation was
correct, more so than any he had before seen translated from the Egyptian. I then showed him those which were not yet
translated, and he said that they were Egyptian, Chaldaic, Assyriac, and Arabic; and he said they were true characters. he gave
me a certificate, certifying to the people of Palmyra that they were true characters, and the translation of such of them as had
been translated was also correct. I took the certificate and out it into my pocket, and was just leaving the house, when Mr.
Anthon called me back, and asked me how the young man found out that there were gold plates in the place where he found
them. I answered that an angel of God had revealed it unto him. He then said to me: ‘Let me see that certificate.‘ I accordingly
took it out of my pocket and gave it to him, when he took it and tore it to pieces, saying that there was no such thing now as
ministering of angels, and that if I would bring the plates to him he would translate them. I informed him that part of the plates
were sealed, and that I was forbidden to bring them. He replied, ‗I cannot read a sealed book.‘ I left him and went to Dr.
Mitchell, who sanctioned what Professor Anthon had said respecting both the characters and the translation.‘
On the 5th day of April, 1829, Oliver Cowdery came to my house, until which time I had never seen him. He stated to me that
having been teaching school in the neighbourhood where my father resided, and my father being one of those who sent to the
school, he went to board for a season at his house, and while there the family related to him the circumstances of my having
received the plates, and accordingly he had come to make inquiries of me. Two days after the arrival of Mr. Cowdery (being the
7th of April) I commenced to translate the Book of Mormon, and he began to write for me.

Duva

The Church at the beginning. The Church of Jesus
Christ, Kirtland, close to Cleveland, Ohio.

Priesthood Restored
We still continued the work of translation, when, in the
ensuing month (May, 1829) we on a certain day went into
the woods to pray and inquire of the Lord respecting
baptism for the remission of sins, that we found
John the Baptist conferred upon
The Priesthood of Melchizedek
mentioned in the translation of the plates. While we were
Joseph Smith and Oliver
was received under the direction of
thus employed, praying and calling upon the Lord, a
Cowdery the Aaronic
messenger from heaven descended in a cloud of light, and Peter‘s, James‘ and John‘s hands
priesthood on 15 May, 1829 having laid his hands upon us, he ordained us, saying:
‘Upon you, my fellow servants, in the name of Messiah, I confer the Priesthood of Aaron, which holds the keys of ministering of
angels, and of baptism by immersion for the remission of sins; and this shall never be taken again from the earth until the sons of
Levi do offer again an offering unto the Lord in righteousness.‘
He said this Aaronic Priesthood had not the power of laying on hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost, but that this should be conferred
on us hereafter; and he commanded us to go and be baptized, and gave us directions that I should baptize Oliver Cowdery, and that
afterwards he should baptize me.
Accordingly we went and were baptized. I baptized him first, and afterwards he baptized me – after which I laid my hands upon his
head and ordained him to the Aaronic Priesthood, and afterwards he laid his hands on me and ordained me to the same Priesthood –
for so we were commanded.
The messenger who visited us on this occasion and conferred his Priesthood upon us, said that his name was John, the same that is
called John the Baptist in the New Testament, and that he acted under the direction of Peter, James and John, who held the keys of
the Priesthood of Melchizedek, which Priesthood, he said would in due time be conferred on us, and that I should be the first Elder of
the Church, and he (Oliver Cowdery) the second. It was on the fifteenth day of May, 1829, that we were ordained under the hand of
this messenger, and baptized.
Immediately on our coming up out of the water after we had been baptized, we experienced great and glorious blessings from our
Heavenly Father. No sooner had I baptized Oliver Cowdery, than the Holy Ghost fell upon him, and he stood up and prophesied
many things which should shortly come to pass. And again, so soon as I had been baptized by him, I also had the spirit of prophecy,
when, standing up, I prophesied concerning the rise of this Church, and many other things connected with the Church, and this
generation of the children of men. We were filled with the Holy Ghost, and rejoiced in the God of our salvation.
Our minds being now enlightened, we began to have the scriptures laid open to our understandings, and the true meaning and
intention of their more mysterious passages revealed to us in a manner which we never could attain to previously, nor even before
had thought of. In the meantime we were forced to keep secret the circumstances of having received the Priesthood and our having
been baptized, owing to a spirit of persecution which had already manifested itself in the neighbourhood.
We had been threatened with being mobbed, from time to time, and this, too, by professors of religion. And their intention of
mobbing us were only counteracted by the influence of my wife‘s father‘s family (under Divine providence), who had become very
friendly to me, and who were opposed to mobs, and were willing that should be allowed to continue the work of translation without
interruption; and therefore offered and promised us protection from all unlawful proceedings, as far as in them lay.

The Church
blished.

is

esta-

The Church is established.
The Church of Jesus Christ,
Kirtland, Ohio, near the city
of Cleveland.

Whilst the Book of Mormon was in the hands of the printer, we still continued to bear testimony and give information, as far as
we had opportunity; and also made known to our brethren that we had received a commandment to organize the Church; and
accordingly we met together for that purpose, at the house of Mr. Peter Whitmer, Sen., (being six in number,) on Tuesday, the
sixth day of April, A. D., one thousand eight hundred and thirty. Having opened the meeting by solemn prayer to our Heavenly
Father, we proceeded, according to previous commandment, to call on our brethren to know whether they accepted us as their
teachers in the things of the Kingdom of God, and whether they were satisfied that we should proceed and be organized as a
Church according to said commandment which we had received. To these several propositions they consented by a unanimous
vote. I then laid my hands upon Oliver Cowdery, and ordained him an Elder of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints; after which, he ordained me also to the office of an Elder of said Church. We then took bread, blessed it, and brake it
with them; also wine, blessed it, and drank it with them. We then laid our hands on each individual member of the Church
present, that they might receive the gift of the Holy Ghost, and be confirmed members of the Church of Christ. The Holy Ghost
was poured out upon us to a very great degree--some prophesied, whilst we all praised the Lord, and rejoiced exceedingly. We
now proceeded to call out and ordain some others of the brethren to different offices of the Priesthood, according as the Spirit
manifested unto us: and after a happy time spent in witnessing and feeling for ourselves the powers and blessings of the Holy
Ghost, through the grace of God bestowed upon us, we dismissed with the pleasing knowledge that we were now individually
members of, and acknowledged of God, The Church of Jesus Christ, organized in accordance with commandments and
revelations given by Him to ourselves in these last days, as well as according to the order of the Church as recorded in the New
Testament.
This is Joseph Smith‘s simple story, where he relates some events leading to the foundation of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints.

Moronis
Uppmaning
‘And now I bid unto all,
farewell. I soon go to rest in
the paradise of God, until
my spirit and body shall
again reunite, and I am
brought forth triumphant
through the air, to meet you
before the bar of the
great Jehovah, the Eternal Judge of both quick and
dead. Amen’
Moroni 10:34

‗And when ye shall receive these things, I would exhort you that ye would ask God, the
Eternal Father, in the name of Christ, if these things are not true; and if ye shall ask with
a sincere heart, with real intent, having faith in Christ, he will manifest the truth of it
unto you, by the power of the Holy Ghost.‘
Moroni 10:4
I mean that these records are not falsified or rewritten, they are real and true. I also mean that they are the only ones without
forgery and editing on this planet. But there is a history…

The Articles of Faith

The Articles of Faith
of The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints

12 We believe in being subject to kings, presidents, rulers, and magistrates, in obeying,
honoring, and sustaining the law.
13 We believe in being honest, true, chaste, benevolent, virtuous, and in doing good to all men;
indeed, we may say that we follow the admonition of Paul—We believe all things, we hope all
things, we have endured many things, and hope to be able to endure all things. If there is
anything virtuous, lovely, or of good report or praiseworthy, we seek after these things.

1 We believe in God, the Eternal
Father, and in His Son, Jesus Christ,
and in the Holy Ghost.
2 We believe that men will
be punished for their own sins, and not
for Adam‘s transgression.
3 We believe that through
the Atonement of Christ,
all mankind may be saved, by
obedience to the laws and ordinances
of the Gospel.
4 We believe that the first principles
and ordinances of the Gospel are:
first, Faith in the Lord Jesus Christ;
second, Repentance;
third, Baptism by immersion for
the remission of sins; fourth, Laying on
of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost.
5 We believe that a man must
be called of God, by prophecy, and by
the laying on of hands by those who
are in authority, to preach the Gospel
and administer in
the ordinances thereof.
6 We believe in the
same organization that existed in the

Joseph Smith.

7 We believe in
the gift of tongues, prophecy, revelation, v
isions, healing, interpretation of tongues,
and so forth.
8 We believe the Bible to be the word of
God as far as it is translated correctly; we

Here is a summary of the Church‘s 13
foundation stones
What is striking about these 13 statements is
the amount of belief and believing. You must
believe in an anonymous God and a Jesus
Christ who you do not know. There is no
knowledge, no wisdom, only belief in this
religion.

also believe the Book of Mormonto be the
word of God.
9 We believe all that God has revealed, all
that He does now reveal, and we believe
that He will yet reveal many great and
important things pertaining to the
Kingdom of God.
10 We believe in the literal gathering of
Israel and in the restoration of the Ten
Tribes; that Zion (the New Jerusalem) will
be built upon the American continent; that
Christ will reign personally upon the earth;
and, that the earth will be renewed and
receive its paradisiacal glory.
11 We claim the privilege of worshiping
Almighty God according to the dictates of
our own conscience, and allow all men the
same privilege, let them worship how,

There is a definition of God in our galaxy the
Milky Way: He is called King of Wisdom, the
highest Master.
Instead of striving after knowledge, which is
an important part of life, you are referred to
the Holy Ghost who informs you about how to
get on with the religion of this church, e.g.
believe in Jesus Christ, conversion, Paul,
immersion baptism. See #4.
#10 is important in this context, Israel is
revived on the American mainland with all
nine tribes except Judah and Benjamin. Christ
will personally rule on this planet which will
become a paradise. See #10.
This Church was founded on May 15, 1829,
zodiac sign Taurus.
At the beginning of the Book of Mormon
God‘s angel, tells Nephi and his brothers to
kill the Jew Laban and steal the Jews‘ brass
plates (Jewish identity) and that the Nephi
family were descendants from Joseph‘s James‘s eleventh son Joseph, Manasseh and
Ephraim.

where, or what they may.
.

I am still at #10. The Church was based on the Priesthood of Melchizedek and Aaron by Levi clergy, i.e. no Jews.

Primitive Church, namely,

On Mayprophets,
14, 1948,pastors,
the state
of Israel
apostles,
teachers,
ev was founded in Palestine. It reflects the original Israel for James‘s 12 sons, and the Jews. We
know that Israel was founded by Moses, Aaron and the Levi clergy. It was a both political and religious construction and from the

angelists,
so forth.
start thereand
were
no Jews present. The original God of Israel focused on knowledge and wisdom as foundation stones. David and

his sons were of a similar mind, examples can be seen on the Israeli national coat of arms and the Star of David. It is quite
possible that the Jews wrote the five Books of Moses on silver plates under the direction and leadership of Moses, like the
breastplate and Urim and Thummim. Levi clergy founded the Priesthoods of Melchizedek and Aaron in the Sinai desert. The Jews
entered the story much later via David of Judah. I mean that in the original Priesthoods of Melchizedek and Aaron there was no
baptism, something that exists in Christianity. The name of Jehovah, too, can be found in Book of Mormon. The original Jehovah
is a King o Wisdom from the Pleiades and he does not crush the Jews. A similar incident was one in 135, when Emperor Hadrian
crushed Judea/Israel and destroyed what identity the Jews still had. More info at Abomination of Desolation, pp 24-27. Book of
Mormon clearly states that as early as in those days, there was talk about the Messiah era in Palestine and that the Jews wanted to
kill Jesus Christ. Borealis keeps this Jesus Christ and Jesus of Venus apart. The former she calls Jesus of the Earth, he who exists
on Earth. As far as I understand, this Priesthood is similar to the church order of ancient Baal. More info at Man, God and
Science, page 41. It seems to be the case that this Jesus copies the Lamb. You who read this might wonder if there are more
information regarding Joseph Smith‘s past regarding Book of Mormon. Yes, there is, see below.

Joseph Smith memorial in the vicinity of his place of birth in
Sharon, Windsor County, Vermont.

The Joseph Smith memorial can be seen above. It is a white obelisk. It takes us back to ancient Egypt, to the kingdoms of
pyramids. We know that James‘s youngest son but one, Joseph, the eleventh, was sent to Egypt. He was very successful and well
regarded by the current pharaoh. Eventually, the descendants of James‘s other sons established themselves in Egypt. Joseph
made a career in the new Kingdom, he was eventually worshipped as the Holy Bull Apis, and ascended the throne named
Ramesses III, Ramesses the Great, Dynasty 20. More info at The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 20-22, also page
19, Ramesses II, Ramesses the Great, Dynasty 19. Now we can distinctly see that the Joseph Smith memorial and his prophecy
coincide with Dynasty 19 and 20 in Egypt, land of pyramids.
Let us return to the creator of the Book of Mormon in the US, to the Smith family. I believe that Joseph Smith Sr. was a
reincarnation of Lehi, Joseph Smith Jr. a reincarnation of, among others, Joseph, James‘s eleventh son, who himself was a
reincarnation of Lehi‘s sixth son. His brothers Hyrum and Samuel Smith were reincarnations of Nephi‘s brothers Sam and
James.
Prophet Joseph Smith‘s birth in 1805 coincides with the Napoleon era and the end of Gustaf III‘s reign in Sweden in 1792.
Almost simultaneously, in 1790, plans were made for the White House, the residence of the American president.
The White House was built after the establishment of District of Columbia upon a decision in Congress in December, 1790. The
current President, George Washington, assisted in finding a location for the building together with urban planner Pierre
L‘Enfant. The architect was chosen after a competition with nine participants. James Hoban was selected and on October, 1792,
the foundation stone was in place. The building was inspired by Leinster House, a palace for a duke in Dublin, Ireland, now
home to the Irish Parliament.
1800

1789-1797

1797-1801

George Washington was not to be the first president to live in the White House, he retired in 1797. His successor, John Adams and his wife
Abigail, moved in on November 1, 1800, when it was still a construction site. The White House was partly built by slaves, which can be seen in
the tv-series John Adams, where we can follow the construction in wilderness surroundings difficult to access.

Contemporary White House. We can see that Joseph Smith‘s obelisk was built behind the White House, a symbol of the fact that
God is always present in the US, especially in the White House surroundings. This is how American Presidents often finish a
statement: God Bless America! More info at Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 28-33.

The picture above depicts the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve apostles,
an expressive message. In the background, in darkness, is Jesus Christ, Christ of the Earth. To his right is the Earth
which is the most important issue right now. This really means that behind each President, we can find this God in the
name of Jesus Christ. More info at Man, God and Science, page 8 and The Sun at a Disadvantage, page 40.

mördades

Democrat-Republican

The White House on August 24, 1814, during James Madison‘s Presidency. On the roof we can see a wriggling, giant serpent with a long tongue
ready to bite. This sight is symbolic and means that this Jesus Christ copies the Serpent/Lamb and the American presidents are supposed to be as
cunning as the serpent. In retrospect we can say that the popes in the Vatican are sly. We cannot say the same about the White House, except for
Presidents Franklin Delano Roosevelt, George Washington and John f Kennedy.

The prophet Joseph Smith is an important person, always at the centre of events. It is wise to keep an eye on him, also after his
death. In 1848 he and his brother Hyrum were murdered in Carthage prison in Illinois after false accusations. He was then
reincarnated at the Stockholm Castle in 1882 and became king of Sweden between 1950 and 1973, Gustaf Adolf VI. He was also
an archaeologist and searched for something he had an interest in. Nobody knows, not even in Rome, what he was looking for.
In 1966 he sealed my father‘s paternity issue, more info at Man, God and Science, 11-13. His motto was Duty Above All.
Then it was up to the new king, Carl Gustaf XVI, Son of Crimes, to take over the administration of my father‘s paternity issue.
The constitution of the Kingdom of Sweden states that the king, the head of state, cannot be prosecuted, he can commit any
crime without getting into trouble. The king readily takes advantage of this gift, in his private life as well as in handling my
father‘s paternity issue. Irrespective of the influence of external powers (the Vatican and the White House), the king has the final
responsibility. The issue was initiated in Sweden and has nothing to do with foreign powers. It is a private, civilian family issue
with no legal or biological connection to the opposite party. As a result, the life of my family was ruined.

Joseph

Israel’s
God

Gustaf
Adolf VI

Ramesses III

crosswise
blessing

Israel’s
God

Ephraim

crosswise
blessing

Pentawere

Manasseh

Israel’s
God

crosswise
blessing
Carl Gustaf XVI

Gustaf
Adolf

Ramesses

Joseph‘s (James‘s eleventh son) sons Manasseh and Ephraim are blessed crosswise by Israel. This blessing is for the future. A
crosswise blessing means that the roads of two brothers intersect. One of them is honoured the other one is liquidated. A future like
that took place in Egypt, Dynasty 20, during the reign of Ramesses III. More info at The Fourth Pyramid which Disappeared, pp 2021. The last future happened in January, 1947, when Crown Prince Gustaf Adolf was killed in an air accident. His son ascended Queen
Christina‘s throne (Queen Christina‘s enemy was, among others, the Bull). More info at Foundation Stone, page 52. This is how the
world‘s most secret issue became his. In order to get results, a suitable head of state must occupy the royal throne. In this case it was
up to the present king, the Son of Crimes. Why? It seems as if Israel‘s God (not James) knew, that in the Fulfilment of Time, Joseph
and Ephraim would join the Osiris group and via a crosswise blessing symbolise its fall. The proof is that Joseph‘s descendants were
of the Nephi family and that family propagated, also in the US. In Genesis this Joseph, James‘s eleventh son, is described as a fruit
tree, always at the centre of events. More info at Man, God and Science, page 8.
In the Christian religion, e.g. the Jesus Christ Church of Latter-day Saints, the Osiris group, baptism is a central part of activities.
Baptism is also important in the royal family. The arch bishop of Church of Sweden baptized newly born princes and princesses into
God‘s family. In other words: The royal family is also part of this family, the Osiris group, who are also against the Jews.

High Priest Caiaphas’ will
Messiah Characters as three suns
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1
3
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Joseph Jr/Immanuel. Present
equivalent Jewish boy Tibor E.

Jesus/Izates II. Present equivalent
Krister R.
Jesus Mark/John, Beelzebub. Present
equivalent Christer Philip R.
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Presidents of the USA
1789-1850

1 George Washington
1789–1797
Independent

2 John Adams
1797–1801
Federalist

6 John Quincy Adams
1825-1829
Democrat-Republican

5 James Monroe
1817–1825
Democrat-Republican

9 William Henry Harrison
1841-1841
Whig

10 John Tyler
1841-1845
Whig

3 Thomas Jefferson
1801–1809
Democrat- Republican

4 James Madison
1809–1817
Democrat-Republican

7 Andrew Jackson
1829-1837
Democrat-Republican

8 Martin Van Buren
1837-1841
Democrat-Republican

11 James K. Polk
1845-1849
Democrat

12 Zachary Taylor
1849-1850
Whig

American Presidents 1789-1850

God
Blesses
the USA

God
Blesses
the USA

Presidents of the USA
1850-1897

14 Franklin Pierce
1853-1857
Democrat

13 Millard Fillmore
1850-1853
Whig

17 Andrew Johnson
1865-1869
Democrat

18 Ulysses S. Grant
1869-1877
Republican

21 Chester A. Arthur
1881-1885
Republican

22 Grover Cleveland
1885-1889
Democrat

15 James Buchanan
1857-1861
Democrat

19 Rutherford B. Hayes
1877-1881
Republican

23 Benjamin Harrison
1889-1893
Republican

American Presidents 1850-1897

16 Abraham Lincoln
1861-1865
Republican

20 James A. Garfield
1881-1881
Republican

24 Grover Cleveland
1893-1897
Democrat

God
Blesses
the USA

God
Blesses
the USA

Presidents of the USA
1897-1969

25 William McKinley
1897-1901
Republican

26 Theodore Roosevelt
1901-1909
Republican

29 Warren G. Harding
1921-1923
Republican

30 Calvin Coolidge
1923-1929
Republican

33 Harry S. Truman
1945-1953
Democrat

34 Dwight D. Eisenhower
1953-1961
Republican

27 William Howard Taft
1909-1913
Republican

31 Herbert Hoover
1929-1933
Republican

35 John F. Kennedy
1961--1963
Democrat

American Presidents 1897-1969

28 Woodrow Wilson
1913-1921
Democrat

32 Franklin D. Roosevelt
1933-1945
Democrat

36 Lyndon B. Johnson
1963-1969
Democrat

God
Blesses
the USA

God
Blesses
the USA

Presidents of the USA
1969-2017

37 Richard Milhouse Nixon
1969-1974
Republican

41 George H. W. Bush
1989-1993
Republican

38 Gerald Ford
1974-1977
Republican

42 Bill Clinton
1993-2001
Democrat

39 Jimmy Carter
1977-1981
Democrat

43 George W. Bush
2001-2009
Republican

45 Donald Trump
2017Republican

45 Donald Trump
2017Republican

45 Donald Trump
2017Republican

American Presidents 1969 – 2017

40 Ronald Reagan
1981-1989
Republican

44 Barack Obama
2009-2017
Democrat

USA
Joseph
Joseph
Smith

Israel’s
God

crosswise
blessing

crosswise
blessing Republicans

Israel’s
God

Ephraim

Manasseh
After the 2016 election, the world
sees the US as a divided country

Democrats

During the 1950s, information, messages and helping hands came from space via, among others Adamski, Fry, Bethurum
Telano and, later, Meier. Why the US? The messages were mainly directed at the White House in Washington, to the American
Presidents. They should understand the significance of the messages. The problem, as I see it, is that American technology
rushed forward, but the intellectual knowledge reversed. We can see the result. In order to push a society forwards, technology
and intellectual knowledge must walk together, just as the extraterrestrials underline in their messages. The world‘s largest
UFO archives are in the USA, also adherents when it comes to groups of humans. I understand that the main message from
space is that the truth will now be relieved, now at the End of Time.
What more does Book of Mormon reveal? The
plates were hidden in the woods. When I see the
woods as a hiding-place, it reminds me of the
woods in Sumer, where Inanna hid the Tablets of
Destiny, which she took from her maternal
grandfather Enki, God of Wisdom. More info at
High Priest Caiaphas’ Will, pp 25-30 and
Visitors to the Moon, final, pp 76-78.
It is also disclosed that the new Church and its
activities were based on poverty. The Smith
family were poor and worked hard.
Jesus Christ Church of Latter-day Saints (Omega)
was based on poverty, just as the Society of Jesus.
Francis is a Jesuit pope, his message is poverty
and now all of Christianity is dominated by the
Jesuits and their theories, also in Hungary
(poverty is only in the air).

Prophet Josef Smith‘s message about om the Priesthoods of Melchizedek and Aaron by Levites bears witness that all of the basic
work and the new Church was brought out by Levi‘s descendants just as the original Israel was founded by Israel‘s God at Mount
Sinai. It was built by Levites. Where were (and are) the Jews? This is further evidence that the Jews did not kill any Jewish Jesus
(no such person existed) and that the clergy in those days were all Levites. This actually means that the Jews of today are free from
all accusations of being Jesus‘ murderers.
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The greatest President of the US was Franklin D.
Roosevelt who saved the US from the depression of
the 1930s. He was President for 12 years. More info at
Evolution, pp 23-38. George Washington founded the
White House and its location and John Kennedy
started the famous lunar flights via the Apollo program.
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1
President George Washington, April 30, 1789 – March 4, 1797, Father of His People in the USA

Augustine Washington, 1694 –1743
Son of Captain Lawrence Washington
Father of George Washington

Mary Ball Washington, 1708 – 1789
Mother of George Washington

George Washington was a member of a family who had left England. He was the son of Augustine Washington and Mary Ball. Washington‘s
father, a reasonably wealthy plantation owner, died when Washington was eleven years old. He was raised by his half brother Lawrence. He
received a fairly basic education at the parish church, he excelled in mathematics and sports. At the age of sixteen he worked as a land
surveyor with Lord Fairfax. Eventually, on April 30, 1789, he took the oath to become the first President of the US. He lived a simple (but
also luxurious) life and had some slaves who worked for the family. Washington was religious and an important freemason. After having left
politics he got three relaxing years at Mount Vernon. He died from an infection of the throat on December 14, 1799. After his death,
Washington has given his name to the capitol of the US, Washington, and the state Washington. The capitol‘s flag is partly an imitation of
the family‘s coat of arms. I think that George Washington was one of the greatest American Presidents.
The Washington Monument
The Washington Monument is a construction in
Washington D.C. in the US, situated in the vast park area
near Capitol Hill. It is a 170-metre high obelisk, built in
1848-1884 with an indoor flight of stairs and elevator,
inaugurated on February 21, 1885. The Washington
Monument is the world‘s highest tower built of bricks.
Owing to Casey‘s friend George P. March, the
construction of the obelisk was approved by Congress.
After the death of Prophet Joseph Smith in 1844, it was
time to build an obelisk as a Washington memorial.
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President Franklin D. Roosevelt, March 4 1933–April 4, 1945

James Roosevelt I, 1828 –1900,
Father of Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Son of Isaac Daniel Roosevelt

Sara Roosevelt, 1854 –1941
Mother of Franklin Delano Roosevelt

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, also known as FDR, was born on January 30, 1882, in Hyde Park in New York, he died on April 12, 1945, in
Warm Springs in Georgia. He was the 32nd President of the US (1933-1945) and a central character in the world events during the first half of
the 20th century. He led the US through a period of global financial depression and the Second World War. Roosevelt was a dominant leader in
the Democratic Party and is the only American President who has been elected three times, all in all he was the President for a record of 12
years. His financial program, the New deal, changed American politics after 1932 and his domestic policy defined American liberalism for a
large part of the 20th century.
His personal victory over polio contributed to his unfailing optimism and his activism led to a renovation of the national spirit. He worked close
to Winston Churchill and Josef Stalin with leading the allied forces against Germany and Japan during the Second World War. More info at
Evolution, pp 23-3. Roosevelt did not only dominate American politics during his twelve years, but for decades thereafter. FDR‘s New Deal
Coalition united trade unions, urban people, white people, Afro Americans and the rural white Confederate states. He also influenced the
creation of the UN and the Bretton Wood system. Franklin Delano Roosevelt is constantly regarded as one of the three best American
Presidents ever. I believe he was the greatest President in the history of the US.

35

President John F. Kennedy, January 20 1961–November 22, 1963

Joseph Kennedy, 1888-1969
Father of John F. Kennedy,
Son of Patrick J. Kennedy

Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy, 1890-1995
Mother of John F. Kennedy

John Fitzgerald "Jack" Kennedy, also known by his initials JFK, was born on May 29, 1917 in Brookline, Massachusetts. He died on
November 22, 1963, in Dallas, Texas (murdered). He was an American politician and the 35 th President of the US. He was a member of the
Democratic Party and also a member of Congress 1946 and the Senate in 1952.
Joseph Kennedy was the father of John F, Joseph P Kennedy Jr, Robert and Ted. In 1940 John graduated from Harvard University after
studies in international relations. He did his military service in the navy in the Pacific Sea during the Second World War. The important
events during Kennedy‘s time in office were the Pig Bay fiasco, the Cuba Crisis, the construction of the Berlin Wall, the space race and the
early days of the Vietnam war. He initiated an offensive, idealistic foreign policy with low taxes and increased civil rights which resulted in
the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
So far, Kennedy is the only Catholic President and was the first President born in the 20th century. He was the youngest democratic president
ever (Theodore Roosevelt became President after the murder of William McKinley at the age of 42, but was not elected President until he
was 46). Before Barack Obama‘s victory in the 2008 elections he was also the latest President not from the Southern States and who was
elected while being senator. Much happened during his short time in office, each President has a strong and a weak character.
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President George Washington, April 30, 1789 – March 4, 1797, Father of His People in the USA
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President Franklin D. Roosevelt, March 4 1933–April 12 1945

35

President John F. Kennedy, January 20, 1961–November 22, 1963

After my divorce in 1994 there was a fairly calm period 1997-2000. I had a temporary municipal job with the Department of
the Environment and Urban Planning. Daily, I went by bus from my home to my job, and back. The trip took around 25
minutes. One day when I went to work there was heavy rain, great amounts in a short period of time. I was in the bus by the
window and could see how the fields were suddenly flooded. After a short while I had a vision where I saw my Sea House on
the water and got the idea of constructing one. The date was November 8, 2000, around a quarter to eight in the morning.
After that, the Sea House occupied all space in my brain. We had problems at work, the computers did not work. This gave
me time to start thinking about the Sea House and start the description. During the same week I finished a patent application
with manuals and blueprint.

In those days I was dating a woman. Her father, Åke S, had worked at a government shipyard as manager of the workshop. Åke
and I understood each other and he was competent when it came to technology. One evening, in their home, I asked Åke to read
my patent application and correct it since he possessed large knowledge about ships and understood the idea behind the Sea
House. He made some changes to the application and the blueprint. When I asked Åke what he thought of the invention, he said
that the patent application would be acknowledged. He knew about all ships and boathouses, but the Sea House is one of its kind,
he said. On December 21, 2000, I handed in my application and it was approved of on March 19, 2004, just as Åke had said.
Sadly, he passed away in 2002 and did not see the patent he was that confident about. He was the best man I knew after the death
of my father. Thereafter I built models of the Sea House, see above.
In the summer of 2005 I visited the little town, Baja, where I was born and my mother. One afternoon I came to a small shop in
the town centre and bought some souvenirs. The owner was a divorced woman with an adult daughter who was very interested in
history and architecture. We met later, in the evening. She treated me to a coffee at a café. I showed her some pictures of my own
architectural skill and some of the Sea House. She liked it a lot, especially the Sea House. I told her the story about how I got the
first idea on November 8, 2000. She just looked at me and started to smile. ‗November 8 is my birthday and I am proud of the Sea
House‘, she said to me.

A New Solar System

On February 23, 2017, Swedish media reported that NASA had found a new solar system, 29 light years from
here. NASA named it Trappist-1.

NASA states that the new solar system has a small red dwarf orbited by seven planets, each one the size of the Earth. No
matter how I look at these pictures, they remind me of the small brown and red neutron star (Nemesis) and its seven planets,
also the size of our planet, the Earth. So far the short story published to the world by NASA agrees with the small neutron
star which is already in our solar system. But how is it possible to discover these very small solar systems which, according
to NASA, are around 29 light years away?

If we compare these two solar systems, we can see that they look like each other, and it could be that they are one and the
same solar system. This solar system can be identical with that discovered in 1981.

As I have already said: however I look at these pictures they are structurally alike. A small red dwarf with seven small
planets the size of the Earth. If NASA is right, they need to publish the correct position to make it possible for others to
find these small solar systems.
But, it may also be the case that NASA not yet wants to state publicly that the neutron star and its small solar system
already is here, in our solar system. NASA promises further information in around ten years. Note that it my own opinion
that NASA‘s message points out the neutron star and its small solar system. More info at Life and the Black Hole, pp 67.

We know that the neutron star‘s magnetic field is stronger than that of the Sun and causes natural catastrophes, e.g. climat
change, warming, floods and earthquakes as above, pp 1-5.

Natural Catastrophes in our solar system, e.g. on our planet. In my vision on November 8, 2008, I saw my Sea
House against a background of floods and natural
catastrophes (survival).

Natural catastrophes in the neutron star‘s solar system, e.g.
floods. People over there are well prepared and will make it.
(Planet Nibiru)

Trappi
st-1

This is the Aquarius constellation in which we find, 39 light years from here, the newly discovered solar system which emits a
faint light in the constellation. The planet detection has been done with the ultra cool red/brown dwarf star Trappist -1, which
emits a very faint light in the Aquarius constellation. It is difficult to catch sight of even with a powerful amateur telescope.

The star fades and becomes lighter –
how much for how long a period
reveals which planet has been in
front of it.

Trappist-1 which is a binary star system is similar
to the red/brown dwarf neutron star Nemesis
which has already entered our solar system.

The Trappist-1 solar system from
above. In the grey ‖habitable‖ zone
there might be water on the planet‘s
surface. Three of the planets seem to
present these prerequisites.

Aquarius pours water into Cosmos.

Aquarius pours water into Cosmos

NASA states that the solar system exists in the Aquarius constellation, a symbol of water. Aquarius pours water from a
container, water which flows between the stars in Cosmos, a symbolic cosmic river illustrated in the pictures above. The solar
system Trappist-1 is part of a binary star system, ‖ALPHA & Omega‖ is applied. We can see that the solar system Trappist-1 is
a fairly exact copy of the Nemesis solar system, also called the dark sun. NASA‘s description of this solar system is very close
to a description of Nemesis‘ solar system which is also behind the global cosmic river which we all face today. See pp 2-5
above.

To be able to understand the End of Time in connection with global natural catastrophes we need qualified knowledge. The Brits
have it. They have understood my message regarding Sea Houses and have answered by giving me three top awards which
coincide with November 8, 2000 and with Utnapishtim‘s vision to build the Ark in those days.
- Cosmic Construction & Build Company has won BUILD Pioneer Award for Conceptual Architecture & Design & Most
Innovative Swedish Survival Case Study: Sea Houses;
Cosmic Construction & Build Company has won in the 2016 Nordic Business Awards. Best New Architecture &
Construction Firm – Sweden;
From Acquisition International magazine as our in-house research and awards team have recognized Cosmic Construction &
Build Company in the 2016 Global Excellence Awards as: 2016 Excellence Award: Most Outstanding New Architecture
Construction Firm.

By AI Global Media Ltd

CCB

I started to write about this heavy topic in December,
2016 and today is the beginning of March, 2017. The
situation of the Earth looks rather dark and religious
conflicts still dominate on our planet.
And in the spirit generated by the 2016 awards, the
building of multiple Sea Houses should start. Now,
when we approach the End, we, men and women of
the nature, should increase our knowledge instead of
military activities, i.e. wars. Not any war, but nuclear
war. When we lose our intellectual knowledge, then
only evil war remains.
Borealis’ distinct message:
‗If a group of your people insisted on cutting their
collective throats by means of an atomic war, or by
some other means, we might think that they were
insane, and that their decision was regrettable. We
would, in the spirit of brotherly concern, attempt to
dissuade them insofar as our code of ethics permitted
us to enter into their affairs. But we would not
forcibly restrain them unless the act threatened those
on other planets or planes. As I have said before, we
recognize the right of every individual to exercise
complete free will so long as it does not infringe
upon the rights of others, and the right of free will
includes the right to be wrong.
If your atomic developments should show signs of
reaching a dangerous stage, then we might be forced
to take some positive action. It should be understood,
however, that we do not intend to take any dramatic
action, such as taking over your existing
governments, or setting up any "super-government"
over them. Nor do we intend to kill or otherwise
"punish" the people of your planet. As I have pointed
out before, our code prohibits killing, except as a last
and very desperate resort, and there are more
peaceable ways of attaining our ends in the present
instance. Restraints, whether forcible or unseen, are
of only temporary use.‘

Borealis. Threat of nuclear war
‗The band of asteroids between Mars and Jupiter are the
remains of a former planet. Its people, like yours,
prematurely discovered the secret of atomic energy, and
they also lacked the ethical advancement to use is
properly. The result was catastrophic on all planets and
planes. It is the possibility that your people might duplicate this tragic event, which is causing us the most
concern at the present moment.‘
The planet between Mars and
Jupiter exploded into small pieces.

The power of the nuclear bomb

Borealis, too, admits that previously there was a planet between Jupiter and Mars. Those in power managed to blow the planet
into pieces which caused terrible catastrophes all over our solar system. The extraterrestrials do not want to live that again. The
Earth is part of our solar system where people live on all levels of frequency. More info at The Arrival of the Neutron Star, 92.
I finish this topic by saying that according to my knowledge and clues, the Africans are the original population of the Earth
together with other native populations and tribes in different continents.

Award 2017, - More info at Excellence Award 2017

End of Time
Daniel, 12:4 and 12:13

Finally:
5, Jesus said, "Know what is in front of
your face, and what is hidden from you
will be disclosed to you. For there is
Lammet nothing hidden that will not be revealed.
And there is nothing buried that will not
be raised." – Jesus, too, wanted secrets to
surface to give the world access to
knowledge.
10. Jesus said, "I have cast fire upon the
world, and look, I'm guarding it until it
blazes.‖ 16. Jesus said, "Perhaps people
think that I have come to cast peace upon
the world. They do not know that I have
come to cast conflicts upon the earth:
fire, sword, war‖

”/…/ But you, Daniel, shut up the
words, and seal the book until the
Lammet
time of the end; many shall run to
and fro, and knowledge shall
increase.”
”But you, go your way till the end; for
you shall rest, and will arise to your
inheritance at the end of the
days./…/”
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Michelangelo, Daniel, Sistine Chapel,
Rome, 1511
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